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ABSTRACT 

It is axiomatic that genomic stability is dependent upon regulatory pathways, 

termed checkpoints, which sense perturbations of cell cycle execution including damage 

to chromosomal DNA. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the principal DNA damage 

checkpoint is at G2/M. Heretofore, this and other checkpoints, such as the spindle 

assembly checkpoint, which is also operative at the metaphase/anaphase transition, have 

been viewed as essentially linear pathways, responding to a specific type of damage, 

signaling via sui generis proteins, and targeting a limited number of effectors for arrest. 

In a 1999 report, our laboratory reported bifurcation of the pathway downstream 

from Mecl activation; this established the genetic basis of a previously unexplained 

phenotype: partial arrest defects of rad52 and pdsl strains. Moreover, the bifurcated 

pathway model established the framework for subsequent studies which determined the 

molecular targets of each. 

Here, I present evidence that the DNA damage and spindle checkpoint pathways 

are part of a network which is capable of bilaterally responding to damage. After DNA 

damage the Mecl-centric pathway is initially preeminent; the spindle pathway is 

redundant. After prolonged damage, however, the spindle checkpoint components 

become required for arrest. 

In studies of overexpression of the Mecl homologue Tell, I delineated the 

pathway responsible for the resultant constitutive delay; strikingly, the spindle 

components Madl and Mad2 are activated, not from the kinetochore, but from the 
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nuclear periphery. This off-kinetochore pool of Mad proteins, anchored by the myosin-

like proteins, Mlpl and Mlp2, is likewise activated by the DNA damage response. Tell 

physically interacts with Xrs2 of the Mrel 1-Rad50-Xrs2 complex; evidence that Xrs2 

participates in these same responses is also presented. Finally, the sensitivity of xrs2 to a 

microtubule poison, benomyl, suggests that M R-X may also participate in sensing 

spindle disruption. 

From a screen for novel checkpoint genes, I isolated Gtrl (and later, Gtr2), which 

are negative regulators of the Ran cycle. Here, I provide evidence that deletion of either 

produces an identical partial arrest defect, which is independent of the Mecl-centric 

pathway. Because Gtr2 physically interacts with Espl, I surmise that Gtrl/Gtr2 may 

enforce cytosolic localization of Pdsl/Espl after DNA damage. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

Explanation of the Problem and its Context 

It is now axiomatic that the stability of the genome, be it of budding yeast or 

human cells, is dependent upon regulatory pathways termed checkpoints, which sense 

perturbations of cell cycle execution. In response to a variety of potentially devastating 

errors, cell cycle progression is delayed until the error has been corrected. Although 

checkpoint mechanisms govern each and every transition in the cell cycle, the relative 

import of each checkpoint varies from one organism to another. In mammalian cells, for 

example, the major checkpoint for DNA damage is at the Gl/S interface; in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, it is the G2/M transition [1]. The difference in emphasis 

between the two eukaryotes is likely no more profound than the fact that budding yeast 

reenter cell cycle without a significant pause in G1 and hence accumulate much of the 

DNA damage burden subsequently, during S-phase. Mammalian cells, in contrast, spend 

precious little of their life span in cell division; therefore, they are more likely to sustain 

DNA damage during their prolonged respite in G1 (or GO). In this chapter, I will focus 

primarily upon the G2/M checkpoint of S. cerevisiae. 

Not only are checkpoints specialized according to point of restraint in the cell 

cycle, but they are also generally regarded as mated one-to-one with a class of damage. 

Even though a number of protein components participate in more than one, often diverse 

checkpoints, a given response in its entirety is ordinarily viewed as monolithic: e.g., 

"DNA DAMAGE" ^ "MEC7-centric CHECKPOINT" ^ "G2/M ARREST". 
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Yet checkpoints detecting several classes of damage may execute arrest at the 

same point in the cell cycle. By way of example, a checkpoint at the G2/M interface must 

recognize failure to properly assemble a spindle and to achieve amphitelic attachment of 

each and every kinetochore pair, before the cell enters anaphase. This "spindle assembly 

checkpoint" - like the DNA damage checkpoint - ultimately achieves its arrest by 

preventing the separase Espl from cleaving the cohesin proteins which attach sister 

chromatids one to the other. The spindle checkpoint and the DNA damage checkpoint 

each achieve arrest by stabilizing the securin Pdsl, but in so doing each pathway employs 

different signal transducers. 

The linear view of checkpoints described above has served well in defining the 

proteins required for the response to a given class of damage, at a certain phase of the cell 

cycle, for defining their interrelationships, whether by genetic epistasis, physical 

interaction, or biochemical events (such as phosphorylation), and for defining protein 

complexes formed in response to damage or participating in the responses thereto. 

However, because these pathways are typically robust and their ultimate effector 

targets few, subjacent proteins/pathways may participate sub rosa, escaping ready 

experimental detection because their roles are subordinate. If the DNA damage response 

pathway generates a sustained arrest of nearly every single affected cell, how does one 

detect and delineate the possible participation of other members of an alleged network? 

The objective of my research was to define the integration of two checkpoint 

pathways - the DNA damage pathway and the spindle assembly checkpoint - in the 

response to DNA damage or spindle dysfunction. In this report, I delineate at least some 
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of the protein components required for the subjacent responses and define the conditions 

under which they cooperate. In so doing, I have described how proteins associated with 

the spindle checkpoint usually play a subservient role to the DNA damage response but 

under especial conditions, for example, when the latter is compromised by prolonged 

damage, assume a preeminent position in maintaining arrest. 

A Review of the Literature 

In recent reviews published firom our laboratory [1,2] and by others [3-8], the 

genetic, cellular and biochemical imderpirmings of the DNA damage checkpoint response 

in S. cerevisiae have been described in considerable detail. In more specific detail, each 

of the manuscripts in the Appendices cites the literature germane to the focus of that 

report. Consequently, I will discuss here only those reports that contributed directly to the 

intellectual foundations of the work presented. 

Tell and the DNA Damage Response 

The protein Mecl is central to the DNA damage response in budding yeast; the 

role of its homologue Tell is much more poorly defined, even though human homologues 

of both Mecl and Tell have clearly separable roles in responding to damage [1]. The 

only evident phenotype of deleting TELl is shortening of telomeres (hence its name) [9-

15]. Attempts to expose a role for Tell in DNA damage responsiveness by also deleting 

Mecl have not yielded compelling evidence, largely because the double mutants are so 
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badly compromised for essential functions that interpreting data becomes problematic 

[16-20]. 

Consequently, attempts to elucidate Tell's role have turned to overexpression [18, 

21]. In particular, Usui et al. defined a Tell-Mrell (TM complex) checkpoint pathway, 

which paralleled the Mecl pathway and likewise influenced Rad53 activation and its 

subsequent interaction with Rad9 (Rad 24 is not required). The TM pathway was 

revealed by combining a radSO or sae2 mutation with mecl', the double muteints partially 

suppressed the effect of MMS in comparison to mecl single mutants. Thus, the sae2 or 

radSO mutations seemed to enhance the TM pathway. The activities of the Rad24-Mecl 

and the Mrel 1-Tell pathways proved additive; i.e. both are important to the DNA 

damage response. Based on double mutant experiments, they postulated that Tell-

dependent modifications of the Mrel 1 complex influence the repair of MMS (double 

strand break) lesions. Although the mechanism remains unclear, sae2 and rad50 

apparently increase either the number of lesions or the extent of damage so that the TM 

pathway is hyperactivated, compensating for the lack of Mecl. Based on meiotic data, 

they suggest that the operative lesion is an unprocessed DSB. A conclusion (which my 

data suggests is perhaps not founded) was that there is little or no redundancy of the 

Mecl and TM pathways [18]. 

Although the observations reported in overexpression experiments clearly indict 

Tell in the damage response [18, 21], the close functional relationship of the two kinases 

renders judgments about the physiological role of Tell circumspect. Might overexpressed 

Tell engage in promiscuous phosphorylations of Mecl substrates? 
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Another approach employed with success in defining Tell's role in responding to 

DNA damage was to follow GFP tagged proteins to sites of damage. Accordingly, both 

spatial and temporal relationships in the response are revealed. By this "responding to the 

scene of the crime" approach. Tell was identified as one of the very first responders to 

double stranded DNA breaks [22]. Because other proteins with well-documented roles in 

the DNA repair and checkpoint responses soon followed, the authors espoused a 

'sensing' role for Tell. 

Tell and MRX 

Tell physically associates with and fimctionally partners with Xrs2 of the MRX 

complex (Mrel 1, RadSO and Xrs2), in damage responses [22, 23] and in telomere 

lengthening [15, 23-26]. Indeed, the Xrs2 domain required for the interaction with Tell 

has been genetically mapped [27]. Because MRX is intimately involved in DNA repair 

and in checkpoint signal generation. Tell is again implicated by association. The current 

view holds that Tell with MRX reacts to double strand breaks and fingers the same 

pathways as Mecl. 

Implicating the Spindle Checkpoint in DNA Damage Responses 

The current linear view holds that the spindle assembly checkpoint - through its 

prototypic proteins, Madl and Mad2 - responds to spindle disruption and/or kinetochores 

unattached or misattached to microtubules of the spindle [4, 28-33]. Several recent 

reports have, however, implicated Madl and Mad2 in DNA damage responses, albeit 
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vinder especial conditions. Garber and Rine [34] documented Mad2 dependency in 

response to conditions that generated DNA damage during S-phase, for example, 

replication mutants and MMS, as did Clerici et al. as a subtext to their extensive study of 

the role of MRX and Tell in the arrest response to UV irradiation during 01 [20]. Clerici 

and co-workers emphasized the essentiality of passage through S-phase of the damaged 

cell, in order to elicit the spindle-dependent response [20], 

The report by Scott and Plon [35] described arrest after DNA damage in rad9 (of 

the Mecl-centric pathway) strains in which the histone deacetylation complex was 

disrupted by mutation. The arrest required Madl and Mad2. Their experimental 

conditions likewise allowed S-phase transit. Because of this requirement, it is difficult, if 

not impossible, to exclude involvement of perturbed kinetochores in the responses. 

Mammalian cells suffering DNA damage inflicted by a laser beam are also 

arrested by the spindle checkpoint, as reported by Mikhailov [36]. Because the entire 

nucleus was "swept" by the laser, it is likely that one or more kinetochores were also 

damaged, making the observations consistent with conventionally posited views of the 

spindle checkpoint. The observations described herein differ from the earlier reports 

described above in one fundamental aspect: DNA damage was inflicted in early G2; 

passage through S-phase was precluded under my experimental protocols. 

Gtrl, Gtr2, the Ran Cycle and the Checkpoint Response 

When I identified GTRl in a screen for novel checkpoint mutants, its only known 

function was as a negative regulator of the Ran cycle of nuclear import/export [37-40]. 
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Certainly, the Ran cycle has been implicated in a number of cell cycle-related processes, 

especially in higher eukaryotes [40], making it a plausible cormection of Gtrl to cell 

cycle control. In its Ran cycle role, Gtrl partners with a homologous protein Gtr2. Both 

are small GTPases [38]. Because a myriad of processes are potential targets of nuclear 

import/export control, discerning the role of Gtrl and Gtr2 in diminishing the DNA 

damage checkpoint arrest response seemed futile. 

An important clue, however, emerged from large scale yeast proteomics studies 

[41]; it was reported that Gtr2 was part of a complex including at least eight proteins, one 

of which was the separase Espl. The regulation of Espl by subcellular localization was 

inferred from a study [42] which demonstrated with GFP tagging that Espl remained in 

the cytosol until G2. Espl is transported into the nucleus by association with Pdsl, the 

securin, which bears a nuclear localization signal (NLS). Once in the nucleus, the 

Pdsl/Espl pair quickly associates with the spindle, promoting its elongation, and 

ultimately activates the cleavage of sister chromatid cohesins by Espl itself [42]. In the 

future, I plan on pursing the question of whether Gtr2 might regulate Espl by subcellular 

localization, holding it in the cytosol in response to DNA damage. 

An Explanation of the Dissertation Format 

In accordance with the Manual for Theses and Dissertations of The University of 

Arizona Graduate College and the policies of the Graduate Program of the Department of 

Molecular and Cellular Biology, I present my work in three chapters and three 

appendices, each of the latter is a manuscript already published (Appendix A) or to be 



submitted (Appendices B and C). The three chapters provide an introduction to the 

problem and an overview of the field (Chapter I), a description of the present study 

(Chapter II), in which I summarize the conclusions of each of the three manuscripts, and 

an epilogue (Chapter III), which discusses the implications of this work and possible 

directions of future investigation. 

My contributions to each of the manuscripts are delineated, as follows. 

Appendix A: The data in Figures 8 and 11 were generated by me. In addition, I 

completely rewrote the manuscript and edited it for submission to EMBO J. after it had 

been found unacceptable by another journal. 

Appendix B: The manuscript is entirely my product; I created nearly all of the 

strains, performed every experiment and authored the manuscript. 

Appendix C: All experiments were performed by me. The manuscript is my own 

work in its entirety. 

In making the above statements, I am ever mindful of the influence on my work 

of the stimulating, effective mentorship provided by my advisor, Ted Weinert, Ph.D., and 

of thoughtful discussions with members of my committee, colleagues in the Weinert 

laboratory, and students, fellows, and faculty of the Department of Molecular and 

Cellular Biology. 
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CHAPTER II: PRESENT STUDY 

The methods, results and conclusion of this study are presented in the papers 

appended to this dissertation. The following is a summary of the most important findings 

of each of the papers. 

Parallel Checkpoint Pathways (Appendix A) 

In 1999, our report, "RAD53, DUNl and PDSl define two parallel Ga/M 

checkpoint pathways in budding yeast" (see Appendix A), was submitted, accepted and 

published [43]. This study examined the effect of cdclS-mducQd DNA damage upon the 

arrest of strains bearing mutations of the known checkpoint genes. By genetic epistasis, 

we determined that, in the G2/M arrest pathway, the cell cycle delay in response to 

damage was executed by two parallel pathways downstream of the central gene of that 

response, MECl (see Figure 1 of that manuscript). One pathway included RAD53 and 

DUNl; the other required PDSl. Each pathway contributed -50 per cent to the cell 

cycle arrest after damage and each participated independently in tolerance to UV 

irradiation. We concluded that both pathways contribute to establishing and maintaining 

arrest. 

Our report has been extensively cited (at least 21 citations in original reports) 

largely because it furnished a convincing genetic rational for the observed phenotype of 

strains bearing deletions of each of the downstream genes, namely, a partial arrest defect. 

The model of two parallel pathways also facilitated later investigations which identified 
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the gene CHKl as belonging to the PDSl pathway (Chkl phosphorylates Pdsl after the 

former is activated by Mecl/Rad9). 

DNA Damage, Low Copy Overexpression of TELl and the Off-kinetochore Spindle 

Checkpoint Pathway (Appendix B) 

Included in this report as Appendix B is a manuscript to be submitted to Current 

Biology entitled "DNA damage and low copy TELl overexpression activate a 

Madl/Mad2 off-kinetochore pathway to regulate mitotic arrest." The material presented 

therein represents the principal focus of the last several years of dissertation research. 

The major findings of this report may be summarized as follows. First, low copy 

overexpression of the MECl homologue TELl causes a constitutive G2/M delay, 

requiring the spindle checkpoint proteins Madl and Mad2 and, ultimately, Cdc20. 

Surprisingly, it is the "off-kinetochore pool" (Gillett and Sorger, personal 

communication) of Madl and Mad2 that is activated, as demonstrated by the requirement 

for the nuclear peripheral proteins Mlpl and Mlp2, but not the kinetochore-resident 

spindle checkpoint proteins Bubl and Bub3. 

Second, the response described above is likewise activated by cfi?cii-induced 

DNA damage; the participation of Madl and Mad2 becomes detectable, however, only 

when the Mecl-centric pathway is compromised by either mutation of one or the other 

downstream pathways (see earlier) or by "fatigue" of the checkpoint by persistent DNA 

damage. The MRX complex (Mrell, RadSO and 2£rs2) participates in activation of 
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Madl/Mad2 after both DNA damage and TELl overexpression; specifically, Xrs2, which 

physically interacts with Tell, is required for both kinds of responses. 

Third, deletion oiXRS2 has two previously unreported phenotypic consequences: 

a constitutive cell cycle delay dependent upon MAD2 and sensitivity to the microtubule 

depolymerizing drug benomyl. Consequently, I suggest that MRX may have the 

capability of sensing both DNA damage and spindle damage and then responding by 

activating the Mecl-centric pathway and/or the Madl/Mad2 spindle pathway. 

This report is the first to describe the covert role of the spindle checkpoint in the 

initial response to DNA damage, as well as the preconditional role of Mad 1 and Mad2 for 

continuing arrest with persistent damage. Moreover, it proffers a dual role for the MRX 

complex in recognizing both DNA and spindle damage. Most fimdamentally, the report is 

the first to define a functional role for the off-kinetochore Madl/Mad2 nuclear peripheral 

complex associated with the myosin-like protein cables, Mlpl and Mlp2.1 suspect that 

these various complexes will prove to be of import in recognizing and responding to 

diverse chromosomal aberrations. 

Gtrl and Gtr2, Negative Regulators of the Ran Cycle, Subserve the DNA Damage 

Arrest Response (Appendix C) 

From a transposon-based screen for novel G2/M checkpoint genes in S. 

cerevisiae, I isolated the previously unsuspected gene, GTRl. A manuscript entitled 

"Novel Participants in the G2/M Arrest Pathway in S. cerevisiae: GTRl and GTR2," is to 

be submitted to Molecular Biology of the Cell (Appendix C). 
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GTRl and GTR2 (a close homologue of GTRl) are small GTPases which 

negatively regulate the Ran cycle, which is intrinsic to nucleocytoplasmic transport and 

to a number of additional cell cycle-related processes. The first sets of observations 

regarding the Gtr proteins were phenotypic: deletion of GTRl (or GTR2) resulted in a 

cold-sensitive, partial arrest defect after c<ic7i-induced DNA damage; although no deficit 

was observed at 36° C, it was quite evident at 29° C. The deletion of either Gtr protein 

was also accompanied by sensitivity to UV irradiation, the DNA damaging agent MMS, 

and to hydroxyurea, which slows DNA replication by depleting dNTP pools, but not to 

the spindle poison, nocodazole. 

Gtrl and Gtr2 are small GTPases; employing mutations that "lock" the protein in 

either the GTP- or the GDP-bound state, I found that the phenotypic behaviors of the 

mutants were consistent with Gtrl-GTP being the active moiety contributing to arrest, 

while Gtrl-GDP promoted the arrest defect. 

A final important observation was that G2/M arrest with nocodazole completely 

abrogated the arrest defect; upon release from nocodazole at 29° C, the gtrl A strain 

remained in complete arrest. This suggested that Gtrl/Gtr2 might act to slow nuclear 

import of a protein or proteins required to execute anaphase. Because Gtr2 has been 

identified, in large-scale proteomics studies, as physically interacting with the separase 

Espl, Espl seems a promising target of Gtrl/Gtr2 regulation. 
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Implications and Future Studies 

In this report, I have described experimental observations which suggest that cell 

cycle checkpoints are hardly discrete and separable; instead, there exists in 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae a network of molecules which surveill chromosomal structure 

in its entirety. Despite the magnitude of this task, the numbers of proteins involved seem 

small. Specific protein complexes, e.g., the MRX complex, appear to participate in the 

responses to several varieties of damage. Typically, a subset of complexes plays the 

primary role in responding to a given class of damage and a given phase of the cell cycle 

but - as in so many biologic systems - redundancy is the norm, not the exception. 

The discovery of a third pathway of DNA damage responsiveness via the spindle 

checkpoint encourages speculation of what might be termed a "chromosomal integrity 

network." Even though, in S. cerevisiae, nearly all kinetochores are already attached to 

spindle microtubules well before the G2/M transition, one or several kinetochores may 

elude capture or otherwise fail to achieve amphitelic orientation. Thus, in nearly every 

cell cycle, the spindle checkpoint executes pauses, be they momentary or extended, to 

allow correction via the dynamic behavior of spindle microtubules. Once amphitelic 

orientation of each and every sister chromatid pair is accomplished, the spindle 

checkpoint is immediately relaxed and anaphase ensues. In this scenario played out in 

each metaphase-anaphase transition, the "damage," one or more unattached or 

miscaptured kinetochores, is sensed by the kinetochore itself (specifically, the Mpsl, 

Bubl and Bub3 proteins residing at the kinetochore), and transduced by the Madl/Mad2 

complex; the effector is the E3 ligase of the APC, Cdc20. 
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As the term "spindle assembly checkpoint" implies, the pathway described above 

likewise responds to global disruptions of spindle-kinetochore interactions. 

Experimentally, this scenario is induced with microtubule depolymerizing drugs such as 

nocodazole or benomyl. Disassembly of the spindle perforce prevents further kinetochore 

attachments and, indeed, deprives some kinetochores of existing amphitelic attachments. 

A forceful and enduring signal, again mediated by Madl, Mad2 and Cdc20, persists for a 

number of hours, if necessary. 

Under either scenario - brief pause or extended arrest - Mad2 physically interacts 

with Cdc20 , thereby inhibiting it. In order to exert an extended checkpoint arrest with 

many unattached kinetochores, the pool of available Mad2 (and its activator, Madl) must 

be considerable. Recently, Gillett and Sorger (personal communication), have observed 

that, in S. cerevisiae, most Madl and Mad2 proteins are localized to the nuclear 

periphery. That localization is dependent upon the myosin-like proteins, Mlpl and Mlp2, 

which form alpha-helical cables extending from the nuclear pores. Upon exposure to 

nocodazole, all visible GFP-tagged Mad2 disperses from the nuclear periphery, becomes 

diffuse in the nucleus, and eventually concentrates at kinetochores. An unresolved 

question of interest is whether the release of Madl and Mad2 from its peripheral 

sequestration is an active process or simply the consequence of re-equilibrating the pool 

of these proteins immediately available to kinetochores. 

The prototypic G2/M DNA damage response has now been described in 

considerable molecular detail (see, for example, [22, 44]). As described in our report 

(Appendix A) and by Sanchez et al. [45], a bifurcate signal transduction pathway is 
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ultimately activated. Each limb then intersects with the cell cycle machinery at two 

distinct levels (Figure 1, Appendix B). The Rad53/Dunl pathway, among several 

functions, acts to preclude Cdc20 from degrading the securin Pdsl. The kinase Chkl, 

forming the second pathway, phosphorylates Pdsl, stabilizing it against ubiquitin 

mediated degradation. Thus, Rad53 and Chkl interdict the cell cycle machinery at points 

downstream of the spindle checkpoint proteins Madl and Mad2 and the latter's target, 

Cdc20. 

A number of observations described herein provide evidence that the DNA 

damage response actually trifiircates - activating Madl and Mad2 also. Because the 

kinetochore-resident spindle checkpoint proteins Bubl and Bub3 are not required for the 

Mad2-mediated DNA damage response, whereas Mlpl and Mlp2, the 'anchors' of 

nuclear pore-related Madl and Mad2 are necessary, I concluded that the DNA damage 

response activates the off-kinetochore Madl/Mad2 pool. Initially, the Mad2-dependent 

DNA damage response is completely subservient to the canonical G2/M pathway. 

Because deletion of RAD9 or MECl completely abolishes the G2/M delay, it seems that 

the third pathway may be activated either by Tell -MRX or by Mecl/Rad9. However, 

partial compromise of the G2/M response by inactivating either one of the two 

downstream pathways (i.e., by mutating or deleting either RAD53 or CHKl) reveals the 

contribution of Mad2 to arrest (Appendix B). 

A second means of compromising the G2/M response is by inflicting persistent 

DNA damage (in these studies by using the cdclf^ mutation). At a restrictive 

temperature, otherwise wild type cells remain arrested for approximately eight to nine 
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hours, after which they enter anaphase - a process termed "adaptation" - but in so doing 

nearly invariably sustain fatal genomic damage. Surprisingly, I observed that after about 

four to six hours, the enforcement of persistent arrest requires Madl, Mad2 and Cdc20, as 

well as Mlpl and Mlp2. The kinetochore-resident spindle checkpoint proteins Bubl and 

Bub3 are however not required. Thus, the "off-kinetochore" spindle checkpoint is 

absolutely required for continuing complete arrest after ~ four hours with persistent 

damage. 

Taken together, the two sets of observations are consonant with a model in which 

DNA damage activates a third effector of arrest, Mad2, in addition to Chkl and Rad53. 

Because the latter two act downstream of Cdc20, the target of Mad2, Mad2's role is 

revealed only when the G2/M pathway is compromised by mutation or by fatigue 

occasioned by persistent damage. Further, this model implies that Madl and Mad2 are 

likely activated at the level of the Rad9 Mecl interaction, because deletion of either 

completely abrogates arrest. 

Several facets of this model were revealed by studies of low-copy overexpression 

of Tell, a homologue of the central DNA damage response protein, Mecl, and of hATM, 

the gene mutated in ataxia telangiectasia (a genetic disorder marked by developmental 

abnormalities and a predisposition to malignancy). Deletion of TELl (which, in contrast 

to MECl, is not essential) results in short telomeres, hence its name, but in no obvious 

compromise of the DNA damage response. Consequently, Richard Gardner and I sought 

evidence of its function by low-copy overexpression. In antecedent experiments. Dr. 

Gardner demonstrated that Tell overexpression caused a constitutive G2/M delay. 
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independent of DNA damage and of the G2/M pathway, but requiring the securin Pdsl. 

Subsequently, my genetic studies described a model in which pTEZi acted via Madl, 

Mad2 and Cdc20 to stabilize Pdsl (hence the requirement for Pdsl in the constitutive 

delay). Importantly, Mlpl and Mlp2 also appeared to be required, again indicting the off-

kinetochore Madl/Mad2 reservoir. 

Overexpression of TELl has other phenotypic consequences: it rescues viability 

of meclA strains, it restores transcriptional induction of repair genes in mecl mutants, 

and it partially restores UV resistance to mecl strains. I have demonstrated that the last 

phenotype is the consequence of the constitutive G2/M delay, not of induction of repair 

genes. 

In view of the findings by us, and others, that tell A strains exhibit entirely normal 

DNA damage responses, what might be the physiologic role(s) of the Tell protein? 

Certainly it is required for telomere maintenance, where in conjunction with Mrel 1 and 

Xrs2, it serves to maintain telomere length [23]. It is interesting in this context that 

deletion of MLPl or MLP2 also adversely affects telomere length. In a recent genome-

wide screen for deletion mutations affecting telomere length, Askree et al. [46] did not 

identify any members of DNA damage or spindle checkpoint pathways. By first 

principles, one might then argue that it is likely that the downstream effectors of a 

putative "telomere checkpoint pathway" are, once again, redundant. Thus, screening for 

single mutations compromising a telomere checkpoint would not be successful in 

revealing all components of the pathway. In the future, I plan to perform experiments 

seeking evidence of involvement of Madl, Mad2, Cdc20, Chkl and Rad53 in the 
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telomere checkpoint. In view of the Mad2-dependent delay caused by Tell 

overexpression, it is possible, if not likely, that the checkpoint invoked by shortened 

telomeres activates the reservoir of Mad 1 and Mad2 at the nuclear periphery, where in 

fact telomeres reside. 

Common to the DNA damage and telomere length responses is the MRX 

complex. Deletion of MREll, RAD50 or XRS2 results in short telomeres, compromises 

viability after exposure to DNA damaging agents, and causes a constitutive cell cycle 

delay of about the same magnitude as that observed with pTELl. Consequently it was 

difficult to determine whether or not the pTELl response requires, for example, XRS2. 

Our experiments with xrs2A strains suggest that no additional delay was caused by TELl 

overexpression but we are reluctant to conclude, on the basis of that experiment alone, 

\haiXRS2 is required for TELl's G2/M delay. Deletion of XRS2 also results in a modest 

increase in sensitivity to the microtubule depolymerizing drug benomyl. One possible 

explanation, consistent with our model, is that in response to spindle disruption the MRX 

complex somehow promotes release of Madl and Mad2 from the peripheral reservoir. 

This hypothesis begs fiirther scrutiny. 

Although the experiments and consequent observations with deletions of GTRl 

and GTR2 arose from an entirely different context, namely, identifying novel components 

of the G2/M pathway, the mechanism of action of Gtrl/Gtr2 may in fact be closely 

related to the observations discussed earlier in this chapter. An attractive hypothesis, 

based upon proteomics data, is that the physical interaction of Gtr2 with the separase 

Espl represents a means of subcellular localization of the latter. Compromising Gtr2 
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function exposes a partial arrest defect independent of the G2/M pathway £ind may 

represent yet another layer of redundancy, assisting in forestalling anaphase when DNA 

is damaged. 

A successfully executed mitosis, denoted by accurate segregation to each 

daughter cell of a full complement of undamaged sister chromatids having telomeres of 

proper size, can only be consistently accomplished under the supervision of robust 

checkpoint mechanisms. Yet, there are but few direct targets for forestalling the 

metaphase-anaphase transition, namely the ubiquitin ligase Cdc20, which controls 

securin degradation, the securin Pdsl itself, and the separase, Espl (as well as the cohesin 

links). Consequently, S. cerevisiae has evolved redundant pathways, utilizing a limited 

number of protein complexes responding to diverse insults, and which effect arrest by 

interdicting at several levels the tripartite complex. The consequence is remarkable 

genomic fidelity. 
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Eukaryotic checkpoint genes regulate multiple cellular 
responses to DNA damage. In this report, we examine 
the roles of budding yeast genes involved in Gj/M 
arrest and tolerance to UV exposure. A current model 
posits three gene classes: those encoding proteins acting 
on damaged DNA (e.g. RAD9 and RAD24), those 
transducing a signal (MECl, RADSJ and DUNI) or 
those participating more directly In arrest (PDSl). 
Here, we define important features of the pathways 
subserved by those genes. MECl, which we find is 
required for both establishment and maintenance of 
GifM arrest, mediates this arrest through two parallel 
pathways. One pathway requires RADS3 and DVNl 
(the 'I14D53 pathway'); the other pathway requires 
PDSI. Each pathway independently contributes -50% 
to G^/M arrest, effects demonstrable after cdcIS-
induced damage or a double-stranded break inflicted 
by the HO endonuclease. Similarly, both pathways 
contribute independently to tolerance of UV irradia
tion. How the parallel pathways might interact 
ultimately to achieve arrest is not yet understood, but 
we do provide evidence that neither the RAD53 nor 
the PDSl pathway appears to maintain arrest by 
inhibiting adaptation. Instead, we think it likely that 
both pathways contribute to establishing and main
taining arrest. 
Keywords: checkpoint/DNA damage/mitotic mesllPdsIl 
RadSS 

Introduction 

DNA damage or blocks to DNA replication cause all 
eukaryotic cells to delay cell cycle progression; these 
delays are mediated by controls called checkpoints 
(reviewed in Elledge, 1996; Page and Orr-Weaver, 1997; 
Paulovich et al., 1997a; Longhese et ai, 1998; Weinert, 
1998). Following damage, normal cells arrest before 
mitosis while checiqjoint-deficient cells proceed through 
mitosis, consequently suffering genomic instability or cell 
death. That DNA damage-induced cell cycle checkpoints 
maintain a stable genome has broad implications for 
human disease, particularly cancer. The matirnialian pS3 
and ATM genes regulate checkpoint responses and, when 

mutated, cause genomic instability and predisposition to 
cancer (Harrwell and Kastan, 1994). Mutations in ATM 

also lead to other pathologies, although the relationships 
of these to DNA damage checkpoints are more elusive 
(Xu et al., 1996; Rotman and Shiloh, 1997). 

Checkpoint controls responding to DNA damage have 
now been studied in a number of organisms, including 
budding and fission yeast, flies, filamentous fimgi and 

mammalian cells (Hari et al., 1995; Elledge, 1996; Ye 
et al., 1997). Because both the types of responses and 
the genes regulating them are highly conserved, there is 
reason to believe that knowledge of checkpoint pathways 

in yeast may lead ultimately to an understanding of and 
perhaps treatments for cancer and other human diseases. 

In mitotic cells, the conserved responses to DNA 
damage include at least four distinct cell cycle delays 
(Wemert, 1998): one in 0] (the Gj/S checkpoint); two 
responses during S phase, inhibition of DNA replication 
(the S phase progression checkpoint) or of mitosis (the 
S/M checkpoint); and one in G2 (the G2/M checkpoint). 
Checkpoint controls also mediate a delay during meiotic 
recombination (Lydall et al., 1996). The genes required 
for cell cycle delays have additional cellular roles. These 

include regulation of transcriptional induction of repair 
genes (Huang et al., 1998; for reviews, see Bachant and 
Elledge, 1998; Weinert, 1998), an essential function which 

appears to involve control of dNTP synthesis (Zhao et al., 
1998), and mediation of chromosome recombina
tion during meiosis (Grushcow et al., 1999). 

The genes regulating checkpoint responses are likewise 

conserved. As an example, a putative protein kinase 
encoded by the MECl gene in budding yeast regulates all 
checkpoint responses; MECl homologs subserve similar 
ftinctions in other eukaryotic cells (e.g. rad3^ in fission 
yeast, ATM and ATR in mammalian cells, and mei-41 
in flies, as reviewed in Can, 1997; Hoekstra, 1997). 
Conservation, however, does not extend to all details of 

molecular mechanisms. For example, the Gi/S and G2/M 
arrests involve cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK)-cyclins in 
both budding yeast and human cells, although the details 
of CDK-cyclin regulation appear to be quite different 
(reviewed in Nurse, 1997; Weinert, 1998). 

This study focuses on how checkpoint proteins in 
biidding yeast govern the G2/M arrest response af^er DNA 
damage. Previous studies forged the working model tested 
here. In the model, distinct sets of proteins recognize 
damage, transduce a signal or mediate arrest more directly. 
The model is based largely on genetic and physiological 
studies; the molecular details are lai^ely unloiown. Proteins 
that may act directly on damage include Rad9, Rad24, 
Radl7, Mec3 and Ddcl (reviewed in Longhese et al.. 
1998; Weinert, 1998). Their direct involvement with DNA 
damage is inferred from several observations: mutations 
in those genes alter degradation of double-stranded to 
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sinulc-stranded DNA (Garvik et a!., 1995; Lydall  and 
WVincn. 1995),  the Radl7 protein has sequence similari ty 
10 Rcl I, a bona fide 3'-5' exonuclease from Ustiiujio 
nidvdis (Thelen et  al . ,  1994; Lydall  and Weinert ,  1995).  
and Rad24 has sequence similarity to replication factor C 
proteins (Griffiths et al., 1995; Lydall and Weinert, 1997), 
The signal  transducers include the protein kinases Mccl.  
Rnd53 and Dunl. A member of the so-called phosphatidyl-
inositol 3-kinase family (for reviews, see Carr, 1997, 
Hockstra, 1997), Mecl regulates all known checkpoint 
responses (reviewed in Paulovich et al., 1997a; Weincn, 
1998). whereas other checkpoint genes have more circum-
scnbcd functions. The conventional protein kinases, Rad53 
and Dunl (Zhou and Elledge, 1993; Allen et al., 1994). 
act  in several  but  not  al l  A/£C/-dependent pathways,  an 
issue clarified herein. Finally, a possible target of the 

pathway is the Pdsl protein, which is required 
for both the spindle assembly and DNA damage 
checkpoints (Yamamoto et al, 1996a,b). 

The order of fiinction amongst the budding yeast check
point proteins (e.g. Rad9, Mecl, Rad53 and Pdsl) remains 
inferential, derived from both genetic data and biochemical 
studies of protein phosphorylation. Rad53, for example, 
is inferred to act downstream of Mecl because phos
phorylation of 1lad53 after damage requires an intact 
MECI gene (Sanchez, et al., 1996; Sun et al., 1996). With 
regard to transcriptional induction, Dunl is hypothesized 
to act downstream of Rad53 because phosphorylation of 
Dun I after damage requires an intact RADS3 gene (Zhou 
and Elledge, 1993; Allen a/., 1994). In a similar fashion. 
Pdsl phosphorylation requires an intact MECl gene. 
Therefore, Pdsl may also act downstream of Mecl 
(Cohen-Fix and Koshland, 1997). Based on studies of 
DNA degradation (Lydall and Weinert, 1995), Rad9 is 
inferred to act upstream of Mec 1, yet results from studies 
of protein phosphorylation (Emili, 1998; Vialard et al., 
1998) imply a downstream position. However, because 
phosphorylation may be the consequence of feedback, 
interpretations of gene function based on that criterion 
alone are necessarily ambiguous (Zhou et al., 1993). 
An example of possible feedback phosphorylation in the 
Gi/M checkpoint pathway in yeast has already been 
reported (Paciotti et al., 1998), 

The objective of this report is to examine the order of 
function and specific roles of genes acting in the Gj/M 
(or mitotic) arrest pathway, using genetic epistasis coupled 
with physiological tests of arrest after several kinds of 
DNA damage. Our results reconfigure central features of 
earlier checkpoint pathway models; therefore, for clarity 
of presentation, we now introduce the model we presently 
favor (Figure 1). Based on the observations reported 
herein, we suggest that MECI mediates Gj/M arrest after 
damage by activating two parallel pathways. One of the 
two pathways requires both the Rad53 and Dunl protein 
kinases; the other pathway requires PDSI. Previously, 
Cohen-Fix and Koshland (1997) suggested a similar model, 
based upon a different experimental approach, namely 
examining protein phosphorylation; that kind of approach 
can only imply the existence of fiinctional independent 
pathways. Here, we directly test the physiological con
sequences of disrupting the two pathways. Our report and 
the earlier one of Cohen-Fix and Koshland are thus 
complementary; their data provide a biochemical explana-

ONA Damaga 

Rad9 
Rad24 

i 
M«c1 

Pdal 
Dunl 

G2 t M/A 

Fig. t. A cuiTcnt hypothesis which posits two parallel checkpoint 
pathways leading to Gj/M arrest. The model incorporates data from 
this, as well as earlier studies. DNA damage is detected by Rad9, 
Rad24 and other proteins, A signal is generated and relayed through 
Mecl to the two related protein kinases, Rad53 and Dunl, and to a 
third protein, the metaphase-anaphase regulator Pdsl. G2/M arrest is 
indicated as occurring from Gj to metaphase-anaphase (see 
Discussion). This molecular diagram, using protein designations (e.g. 
Rad9 and MecU, is based largely on genetic and physiological studies; 
few of the molecular interactions are well defined. 

tion for the physiological effects disclosed by genetically 
disrupting the two pathways. We show here that disruptions 
of either pathway lead to an arrest defect of ~50%. Each 
pathway likewise contributes independently to survival 
after UV exposure. Finally, the hierarchy of RAD53 and 
DUNI has been redefined: both equally participate in the 
G2/M arrest component subserved by that branch of the 
checkpoint pathway. 

Results 

Assaying the roles of checkpoint genes In Gi/M 
arrest 
To determine the roles of genes in cell cycle arrest, we 
primarily employed a quantitative arrest assay based on 
the cdcl3 mutation (arrest assays utilizing other kinds of 
DNA damage are described later). CDCI3 encodes a gene 
product that binds to the ends of chromosomes. When 
defective, its failure to bind (Lin and Zakian, 1996; Nugent 
et al., 1996) leads to generation of single-stranded DNA 
(ssDNA) near chromosome ends (Garvik et al., 1995), 
causing a robust, prolonged cell cycle arrest (Weinert 
and Hartwell, 1993; Lydall and Weinert, 1995). We 
analyzed (see Materials and methods) the kinetics of Gi/M 
arrest in crfcyj-damaged cells proceeding synchronously 
through one cell cycle (Figure 2A), as described previously 
(Lydall and Weinert, 1995). Logarithmically growing cells 
synchronized in G| are released at a temperature (usually 
36°C) restrictive for cdc!3-, during the ensuing S phase. 
DNA damage is generated. Checkpoint-proficient cells 
arrest at the G2/M stage as large-budded cells with an 
undivided nucleus (Figure 2A). Checkpoint-deficient cells, 
however, proceed past Gj/M. To prevent entry into the 
next cell cycle, we included a second mutation, cdcIS, 
which causes arrest in late mitosis as large-budded cells 
with a divided nucleus (Figure 2A), 
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Fig. 2. G2/M arrest after DNA damage is cotnplete in Mec*^ cells and absent in mecl and rad9 mutants. (A) The cdclS assay for arrest. Cells 
synchronjzcd in G( traverse a single eel] cycle at the rcstrictivc tempcrarurc for cdcJS. accumulating DNA damage. If tfaey are checkpoint-proficicnt. 
they arrest at the cdci3 arrest point; if checkpoint-deficient, they progress to the cdclS arrest point. (B) After DNA damage, cells wi^ an intact 
chcclcpoint undergo arrest (wild-type cdcU cdcJS; DLY408, •) but completely fail to arrest if mutant for MECl (mecl smll cdcI3 cdclS\ DLY557, 
D or for RAD9 {rad9 cdcl3 cdcI5\ DLY409, O). In this assay, normally progressing cells have a bud size <50% of that of the mother bud at the 
time of nuclear division; hence, the small percentage of cclls scorcd as large-budded and therefore qualifying as 'arrested' in the CDC13*, mecl or 
rad9 strains. The very modest increases in large-budded cclls that arc seen demarcate the interval during which cells progress through G2 to M; this 
IS similar in mecl and rad9 cells with DNA damage and in wild-type cells without damage (CDCW cdcI5\ DLY418, A), (C) Cells not scored as 
arrested at the checkpoint have indeed proceeded through to a late stage of mitosis. Cclls with an intact checkpoint (wild-type cdcI3 cdclS; 
DLY408) do not accumulate late mitotic cells while the other strains which have a checkpoint defect or do not sufTer damage proceed with similar 
kinciics to a later stage of mitosis. In (B) and (C), the means of duplicate expenments are shown. For these experiments, the error bars representing 
standard deviations are smaller than die plot symbols. All data plotted on a single graph were acquired from the same experiment 

MECl and RAD9 are required for complete arrest 
Using the cdcJ3-based assay, we evaluated the roles in 
cell cycle arrest of certain genes proposed to detect DNA 
damage directly (e.g. RAD9) or to transduce a signal (e.g. 
MECl). Mec'^ cells displayed a robust damage-induced 
response in which >80% of cells arrested 2 h after release 
from G ] and remained so for at least 4 h, the duration of 
a typical assay (Figure 2B). In contrast, rad9 cells did not 
arrest (Figure 2B), but instead progressed through mitosis 
(Figure 2C) at a rate comparable with that of CDCJS* 
(i.e. undamaged) cells, as we have reported previously 
(Lydall and Weinert, 1995); mecl-1 mutants likewise were 
completely defective for arrest (Figure 2B). That the 
observed failure of rad9 and mecl mutants to arrest 
reflected their progression through G2/M to the next stage 
of cell division—and not cell death or some other artifact 
of the assay—is evident from the contemporaneous scoring 
of post-mitotic cells (Figure 2C). Again note that mecl 
and rad9 mutant strains progressed just as rapidly through 
mitosis as cells without damage (Figure 2C). 

The mecl-I strains used in this study (Table I) carry a 
second mutation, smll, which suppresses the essential 
defect of mecl-l mutants. Using a temperature-sensitive 
allele of mecl, we demonstrated that smll did not affect 
the checkpoint or transcriptional functions of MECl 
(unpublished observations), a conclusion also supported 
by genetic analyses of the smll mutation in mecl-l mutant 
strains (Paulovich et ai, 1997b; Zhao et al., 1998). 

RADS3 provides only a partial arrest 
Next, we examined the role of RADS3. Surprisingly, after 
cdc13-induced DNA damage, radS3-ll mutant cells did 
in fact arrest for -2 h (Figure 3A), after which approxi
mately half of the cells proceeded through mitosis (Figure 
3B). The rad53-lJ allele is complex: the checkpoint 
response appears defective at all temperatures but its 
essential function is temperature sensitive (Weinert et ai. 
1994). To ascertain whether the hypomorphic nature of 
the rad53-ll mutation might account for the partial delay, 
we generated a rad53A strain kept alive by a high copy 
plasmid encoding the RNRl gene (L.Vallen and F.Cross, 
personal communication; Sanchez et al., 1996; Desany 
et at., 1998). The radSSApRNRl strain likewise exhibited 
a partial arrest defect (Figure 3C and D). 

Is the partial delay in rad53A cells due to residual 
checkpoint signaling or, alternatively, might it reflect 
another aspect of complex mutant cell physiology (for 
example, poor growth, a delay in S phase or even a delay 
caused by the pRNRl suppressor plasmid)? We reasoned 
that a DNA damage-specific delay would require intact 
genes acting upstream of RAD53, for example RAD9 or 
RAD24 (both rad9A and rad24A strains are completely 
arrest defective; Lydall and Weinert, 1995). In a rad24A 
rad53A pRNRI strain, the partial delay after damage 
previously observed was completely eliminated (Figure 
3C and D). We therefore conclude that the partial delay 
seen in rad53A mutants is in fact the consequence of 
residual signaling by a checkpoint pathway. 
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Tabic I. Strains used in this study 

Su;\m Genotype Background Sourcc 

R( 5 W/47a mecl Is uraS Ieu2 his3 lys2 rad54::LEV2 CALHO::VR.Ai 
R( ("S hX MATk barl dunl::HIS3 ade2 ura3 trpi can! Ieu2 his3 CAL' 
RG^Sl ^4ATsi bar J cdc}3 cdcJS radS3A::LEU2 leu2 trpj his3 + pRNH! (VR.A3 marked) 
R(1N'X6 MAT^ barl cdcl3 cdcJS dunl::HIS3 ade2 ura3 his3 trp! Ieu2 
R("A'8S MATti bar! ielJA::TRPJ ura3 Ieu2 his3 trp! ade2 etc. cddS CDC 13 
RGV9I MATa barl rad53A::LEU2 rad24::TRPI ura3 leu2 trp] his3 + pRNRI (VRA3 marked) 
RCi>-102 MATk BAR* cdcl3 CDCJS'' dunI£L :HIS3 radS3^::LEV2 trp! leu: his3 + pRNRl {URA3 marked) 
RG^' 105 MATti BAR"^ cdcl3 CDCIS* dunl^::HIS3 radS3dc:LEV: rad24:. TRP! trp! Ieu2 his3 + 

pRNRI (URA3 mariced) 
RGY123 MATt radS3-Il::HIS3 badi-<id::URA3 cdcl3-i his3 leu2. trpl ura3 
RGY125 MATk barl cdcJ3 cdclS dunl::HIS3 badJ'ad::URA3 ade2 ura his3 trp! Ieu2 
RGY 131 MATu CALH0::URA3 radS4::LEU2 mecl-1 smll ura3 leu2 trpl his3ade2 BAR* 
RG^• 132 MATk CALHO::URA3 radS4::LEV2 rad53::LEU2 ura3 leu: trpl his3 ade2 BAR* pTRPI RNRl 
RGY 133 M.4Ti CALH0::VRA3 rQdS4::LEV2 rad9::H!S3 ura3 leu2 trpl his3 ade: BAR' 
RGY 135 MAT* GALH0::URA3 radS4::LEU2 dunJ::HlS3 ura3 {eu2 trpl hisS ade2 BAR* 
RGY 167 MAIk bar! radS3::LEU2 cdcl3 cdclS trpl ura3 leu2ad€2 + p2uTRPl Rj\Rl 
RGY 169 MA7i rad53::LEV2pdsl::HIS3 cdcl3 cdcl5ade2 his3 ura3 Ieu2 trpl + p2uTRPI RNRl 
RGY i 77 MAT»pdsi::LEU2 cdcl3 trpl ura3 CDCIS^ 
RGY200 MAT% pdsl::LEU2 badl-ad::URA3 cdcl3 Atf 7A AtsiA leu2 trpl ura3 
RGY201 MATidunl::HIS3 cdcl3 cdclS his3 ura3 leu2 trpl 
RGY240 MATti = DLY258 + pURA3 RNRI 
RGY241 MATa ura3 leu2 trpl his3ade2 + p2uURA3 RNRl 
RGY244 MATa rad53::TRPi ura3 leu2 trpl his3 ade2 + p2uURA3 RNRI 
RGY246 MATzpdsl::LEU2 radS3::TRPl ura3 leu2 trpl his3 ade2 tcdcl3cdclS + p2uURA3 RNRI 
RGY247 MAT* dunl::HIS3 radS3::TRPl ura3 leu2 trpl his3 ade2 + \>2uVRA3 RNRI 
RGY248 MATa.dunl::HIS3pdsJ::LEU2radS3::TRP} urQ3 leu2 trpl + \)2uURA3RNRl 
TY54 MAT* GALH0::URA3 radS4::LEU2 ura3 his3 leu2 ade2 trpl 
TWY185 MAT* ura3 leu2 his3 lys2 radS4LEU2 GALHO:: URA3 
DLY62 MAT*. barl::hisgade2-} trpl'l canl-100, leu2-3,112 his3-ll.l5 ura3 GAL* psi* ssdl'd2 
DLY258 MAT*. barl::hisg. mecl-1 ade2-l trpl'l canl-100 leu2-3.112 his3-llJS ura3 GAL* psi'' ssdl-d2 
DLY259 MAT*, barl::hisg, rad53-l} ade2-l trpl-l canl-100leu2-3.U2 his3-ll.l5 ura3 GAL* psi* ssdl-d2 
DLY380 MAT*, rad53::H!S3 cdcl3-l ura32ade2-l trpl-l. canl-100, leu:-3.112 his3-ll. 15 ura3 GAL* psi* 

ssdl'd2 
DLY408 M.4T*. barl.:HISG cdcl3-l cdclS-2 ade2-l trpl-l, can!-100, leu:-3.112 his3-ll.l5 ura3 CAL* 

psi* ssdl-d2 
DLY409 MATk. barl:.HISGcdcl3-l cdclS-2 rad9::HlS3 ade2-l rrpl-l canl-100 teu2-3.112 his3-ll.l5 

ura3 GAL* psi'*' S5dl'd2 
DLY418 MAT*, barl::HlSGcdcl5-2ade2-l. trpl-l. canl-lOO, Ieu2-3.1I2. his3-ll.l5. ura3. GAL*.psi*, 

ssdl'd2 
DLY554 MATk. barl::hisg. rad53-Il. cdcl3-l cdclS-2ade2'l. trpl-l. canl-100. Ieu2-3.I12. his3-}l.l5. 

ura3. GAL*.,p5i*,ssdl'd2 
DLY557 MAT*. barl:.hisg. mecl-1 cdcl3-l cdcl5-2 ade2-] trpl-l canl-100 Ieu2-3.1I2 his3-ll.l5 ura3 GAL* 

psi* ssdl-d2 
DLY677 MAT*. barl::HlSG cdcl3'l cdcl5-2 rad9::HIS3pdsl::LEU2 ade2-l. trpl-l. canl-lOO. Ieu2-3.112, 

his3-ll,15, ura3. GAL*ypsi*,ssdl-d2 
CPDl MA7%/tipdsl::LEU2/-^ cdcl3/cdcl3 cdclS/cdclS 
CPD2 MA7^pdsl::LEV2/pds]::LEU2 cdcl3/cdcl3 cdcl5/cdcl5 
CPD3 MAWapdsl::LElJ2/'¥ dunlr.HJSS/-^ cdcl3/cdcl3 cdcl5/cdcl5 
CPD4 MAT*/apdsl::LEV2/pdsl::LEU2/'r dunl::HIS3/-^ cdcl3/cdcl3 cdclS/cdcIS 
CPD5 MAn/apdsI::LEV2/pdsl::LE(J2 dunl::HIS3/dunl::HlS3 cdcl3/cdcl3 cdcl5/cdcl5 
CPD6 MAT*Aipdsl::LEU2/+ dunl::HIS3/dunl::HIS3 cdcl3/cdcl3 cdcl5/cdcl5 
CPD7 MAT%^dunl::HlS3/-^ cdcl3/cdc}3 cdclS/cdcl5 
CPD8 MAT*/tldunl::HIS3/dunl::HIS3 cdcl3/cdcl3 cdcl5/cdcl5 
CPD9 MAT*M cdcl3/cdcl3 cdclS/cdcIS 
CPYl 89 MAT* barl cdcl3 cdclSpdsl::LEU2 
CPY201 MAT* CDC13* cdclSpdsl::LEU2 ura3 leu2 his3 trpl ade: 
CPY207 MAT^ CDC13* cdclSpdsl::LEU2 rad9::HIS3 ura3 leu2 his3 ade: rrpl 
CPY215 MAT* barl cdcl3 cdclSpdsl::LEU2 dunl::HlS3 ura3 leu2 his3 trpl ade2 
CPY238 MAT* barl cdcl3 cdclSpdsl::LEV2 rad53-ll ura3 leu2 his3 trpl ade2 
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We also considered whether RAD53's partial role in 
arrest might reflect a peculiarity of cdc/J-induced DNA 
damage (Garvik et al.. 1995). To do so, we examined 
the arrest response after a second kind of DNA damage. 
Using the HO endonuclease (see Materials and methods), 
a single, irreparable double-stranded break was generated. 
Both the rad9 and mecl mutants were again completely 

arrest defective and, again, rad53A mutants showed a 
panial arrest defect (Figure 4). We conclude that the 
mechanism of arrest after DNA damage, be it from 
cdc/i-induced damage or a double-stranded break, 
proceeds completely through RAD9, RAD24 and 
MECI, but partially through RAD53—and an addi
tional pathway. 
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Fig. 3. Panial G2/M arrest in radSS-lJ and radSSA cells after cJc/i-induccd DNA damage. The experiments were performed as described in 
Figure 2A. (A) Partial Gi/M arrest of radSS-IJ cdcl3 cdcl5 (DLY554) cells. (B) Contemporaneous scoring of late mitotic cells confirmed thai 
radSS-U cdcJS cdclS cells that had not scored as arrested had proceeded through Gj/M (C) The partial G2/M arrest defect in radSSA cdcJ3 cdcl5 
(RGY8I) ceils is similar to that seen in the radSS-U strain (A). Because a rad53A rad24A cdcU (RGY9t) mutant did not arrest in G2/M, the partial 
delay of the rad53A strain must be dependent on signaling through RAD24. (D) Sconng of post-mitotic cells for the experiments shown in (C). The 
mean of two experiments, performed on the same day. is plotted; the error bars (standard deviation) are often smaller than the data point sythbols. 
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Fig. 4. Partial Gj/M arrest in rad53 and dunl cells after DNA damage 
in the form of a double-stranded break caused by the HO 
cndonuclcase. After induction of GAL-HO, wild-type (TY54) cclls 
arrest, rad9 (RGYI33) and mecJ (RGYI31) cells do not. A panial 
arrest is seen in rad53 (RGY132) and dunl (RGY135) strains, quite 
similar to that observed after c^r/i-induccd damage cxccpt that the 
arrest levels were not as high, probably because the efficiency of HO 
induction/cutting was only -70%. 

DUN1 and RADS3 act in the same pathway for 
G2/M arrest 
DUNI encodes a protein kinase initially reported to act 
specifically in transcriptional induction of repair genes 
(Zhou and Elledge, 1993). However, when we re-examined 
the role of DUNI in arrest, we found that dunl mutants 
also exhibited a partial defect quite similar to that of 
radSS mutants, after either c</c7i-induced damage (Figure 

5A) or an irreparable double-stranded break (Figure 4). 
Recently, dunl mutants independently were reported to 
be panially arrest defective after a third kind of DNA 
damage, UV irradiation (Pati era/., 1997). 

Since DUNI and RADS3 appear to have similar roles 
in providing pan of the G2/M arrest and since both genes 

encode protein kinases with similar motifs beyond the 
kmase domains (see Discussion), do the two have over
lapping roles? If so, a dunl rad53 double mutant might 
be completely arrest defective, indicating that DUNI and 
RAD53 lie in parallel pathways. We found that rad53-ll 
dunlin double mutants were non-viable; however, viability 
could be restored by transforming with a high copy 
plasmid containing RNRl, thus permitting the cell cycle 
experiments to be performed. Surprisingly, the rad53A 
dunlA pRNRI strain exhibited a partial arrest defect 
(Figure 5B) quite similar to that of either single mutant 
(compare Figure 5B with Figures 5A and 3C). The partial 
delay m rcid53 dunl double mutants required an intact 
RAD24 gene (Figure 5B) and is therefore the conse
quence of checkpoint signaling. We conclude, with regard 
to Gj/M arrest, that RAD53 and DUNI act in a single 
pathway (hereafter termed the 'RAD53 pathway"), that 
the RAD53 pathway elicits only a partial arrest and, 
consequently, that a second pathway independent of the 
two protein kinases most likely exists. 

The role of PDSI in a parallel pathway of arrest 
PDSI was identified initially as a gene required for arrest 
at both the spindle assembly and the DNA damage 
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Fig. S. Both dunl and rad53 duni cells exhibit partial arrest defects 
similar to that of radSS. (A) Partial arrest in dunIL cdcli cdcIS 
CRGY201) cclls. (B) The partial arrest observed in a rad53^ dunlA 
(RGYI02) double mutant was similar to that of single mutants of 
dun IA (A) or radSSA (Figure 3C) and is dependent upon RAD24\ the 
rad53A dunIA rad24^ cdcI3 cdcl5 pRNRI (RGY105) strain did not 
arrest. The mean of two experiments, performed on the same day, is 
plotted; the error bars (standard deviation) are often smaller than the 
data point symbols. 

checkpoints, Yamamoto et al. (1996b) reported that pds! 
mutants partially arrest after X irradiation (this conclusion 
was inferred from an analysis of arrest kinetics, as deduced 
from bud morphology, of pdsl mutants compared with 
rad9 mutants). The nature of the residual delay in pdsl 
mutants after damage was unknown. Unfortunately, quanti
fying arrest in pdsl mutants after c(fc7i-induced DNA is 
complicated by an additional defect, encountered at 36°C, 
which completely blocks progression through mitosis 
independently of DNA damage (Yamamoto et al., 1996a). 
To circumvent this problem, we performed the assays at 
30°C, a temperature permissive for this essential fiinction 
of PDSI yet restrictive for cdcl3 (realizing, of covffse, 
that cell cycle arrest by the cdclS mutation would not be 
as effective at 30°C as at 36°C, which did complicate the 
scoring at later time points). At 30°C, a pdsl CDC 13* 
strain (therefore without DNA damage) exhibits a modest 
mitotic delay (Figure 6A). The delay is comparable with 
that seen in a rad9 pdsl CDCIS* strain (Figure 6A) and 
is therefore neither DNA damage- nor checkpoint gene-
dependent. 

After c£/c/3-induced DNA damage, we observed that 
pdsl mutants experienced a substantially longer G2/M 
delay (Figure 6B) than that seen in pdsl CDCIS* cells 
(Figure 6A). The crfc/i-dependent, differential delay in 
pdsl mutants is due to checkpoint signaling because that 
portion of the delay does require an intact RAD9 gene. 
There is no additional delay in pdsl cdcl3 rad9 cells 
(Figure 6B) compared with pdsl CDCI3* rad9 cells 
(Figure 6A). We conclude that PDSI contributes to G2/M 

time 

Fig. 6. Panial Gj/M arrest in pdsl A cells after DNA damage. The 
arrest assays were performed at 30®C, a temperature permissive for the 
DNA damagc-mdepcndent mitotic defect of pdsl mutants yet 
restrictive for the cdclS mutation. (A) Mec"*" cdcI3 cdclS (DLY408) 
cclls amstcd efficiently at 30°C. However, a pdsl strain {^lA 
CDCli'^cdciy, CPY207) without damage showed a residual mitotic 
arrest that was unaffected by nul9, hence not checkpoint dependent. 
(B) Partial Gj/M arrest in pdsit cdcU cdcIS (CPYI89) cclls at 30°C. 
The partial arrest is check^int dependent because it was eliminated in 
a pds IA rad9A cdcl2 cdclS (DLY677) strain. The modest mitotic 
delay (-20%) seen in the latter strain is again peculiar to the pdsl 
mutation because the delay was eliminated in a PDSI* rad9 cdcU 
cdcIS (DLY409) strain. The mean of two experiments, performed on 
the same day (except for the pdsl CDCIS* cdcIS data, which also 
appears in Figure 7F), is plotted; the error bars (standard deviation) 
are often smaller than the data point symbols. Not shown are data 
from contemporaneously scored post-mitotic cells, confiiming that 
non-arresting cclls did proceed t^ugh mitosis. 

arrest and another pathway accounts for the residual 
checkpoint-dependent delay in pdsl mutants. 

G2/M arrest is eliminated in pdsl radS3 and in 
pdsl dunl cells 
Because the RAD53 and PDSI pathways each account for 
only part of the anest response, we determined if the two 
sets of genes act in the same or in parallel pathways. We 
foimd that the checkpoint-dependent cell cycle arrest was 
completely eliminated in rad53-ll pdslA (Figure 7A), 
rad53A pdslA pRNRl (Figure 7B) and dunlA pdsIA 
(Figure 7C) cells; data from the corresponding pdsIA 
CDCIS* strains, which control for the non-checkpoint-
dependent mitotic delay of pdsl, are shown for comparison 
in Figure 7D-F. 

An examination of all possible diploid combinations 
of pdsl and dunl hetero- and homozygotes (Figure 8) 
lends further support to the parallel pathway model. The 
double homozygote exhibited less of an arrest than either 
single homozygote (Figure 8, bars 2-4). Interestingly, 
dunl did not appear to be completely recessive (compare 
bars 5-7) although the imperfect synchrony afforded by 
starvation release (see Materials and methods) made it 
impossible to conclude this with statistical certainty. 

Because the non-checkpoint-dependent mitotic delay of 
pdsl complicated the arrest assays in strains bearing that 
mutation, we sought additional confirmation of the order 
of gene function using constitutive overexpression of the 
non-degradable allele PDSlmdb (Cohen-Fix el al., 1996) 
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Fig. 7. The double mutants pdsl radSS and pdsl diinf do not arrest after DNA damage. The assays again were perfoimed at SCC (see Figure 6 and 
text). For clarity, data from the pdsJA CDC13* (CPY201) strain, which controls for the amount of mitotic delay due to the pdsl A mutation alone, 
arc shown separately (D-F). (A and D) The partial Gj/M arrests observed in the raJ53-llcdcl3 cdclS (DLY554) ODdpdslA cdcI3 cdclS (CPY189) 
strains is abrogated in the pdslA radS3-llcdcl3 cdcIS (CPY238) double chcckpoint mutant; the degree of delay remaining is equivalent to that seen 
in the pdslA control strain (D). (B and E) Similarly, the partial delay observed m the smgle mutants radS3A cdclS cdclS pRNRl (RGY167) and 
pdsIA cdcI3 cdclS (CPY189) is abolished in the corresponding double mutant, pdsl A radS3A cdcl3 cdcl5 pRNRl (RGY169). (C and F) Likewise, 
the partial arrest observed in the cognate single mutants (dunIA cdcI3 cdcl5\ RGY86 and pdsl A cdcJ3 cdclS; CPY189) is eliminated in the pdsl A 
dunlA cdcl3 cdclS (CPY215) double mutant. The means of two experiments, performed on the same day, are plotted; the error bars (standard 
deviation) are often smaller than the data point symbols. 

or of RAD53 in mutants defective for other components 
of the checkpoint pathway. The Gj-'M arrest produced by 
overexpression of PDSlmdb was independent of RAD9, 
MECI, RADSS and DUNI-, congruently, overexpression 
of RAD53 caused arrest independently of MECI, DUNl 
and PDSI (data not shown). 

Based on the three sets of genetic evidence described 
above, we conclude that the DNA damage-induced G2/M 
checkpoint arrest, which is mediated entirely through 
MECI, is subserved independently by the RAD53 and 
PDSI pathways downstream of MECI. 

A possible role for two pathways: testing 
establishment versus maintenance of arrest 
There is evidence in yeast for separate controls that 
establish or maintain arrest. One manifestation of that 
separation is the phenomenon of 'adaptation', discussed 

below, in which arrested cells eventiully resume cell cycle 
progression even though the damage persists (Sandell and 
Zakian, 1993; Tocryski et al., 1997). 

In our model (Figure 1), MECI is a central regulator 
for the arrest response after DNA damage. As such, 
MECI might have a role in maintaining arrest as well as 
initiating it; in this model, after damage, MECI would 
signal Gi/M arrest continually via the RAD53 and/or PDSI 
pathways. Alternatively, MECI might be required simply 
to initiate arrest; a pathway downstream of MECI would 
serve to maintain arrest but MECI itself would not be 
required. If the first alternative were true, then loss of 
MECI activity would abrogate arrest. The latter possibility 
predicts that loss of MECI activity would not terminate 
arrest. 

A conditional mecl" allele was employed to distinguish 
between the two models. A double-stranded DNA break 
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Fig. 8. 02'*^ arrest ai^er cdcIS'induccd DNA damage in all nine possible pdsl dun! diploid combinations. The double homozygous diploid (fourth 
bar) exhibits less substantia] arrest than either single homozygous diploid (bars 2 and 3). The data presented in bars 5-7 suggest that duni may not 
be completely recessive. The diploid cells were synchronize by starving them (growth in YEPD for 48-60 h), then resuspended in fresh YEPD at 
30'^C. Cells were fixed and stained at 4 b. The means and standard deviations from two mdcpendent experiments arc shown. The strains, CPOI-9 
(Tabic I) arc homozygous for cdciS and cdcIS. 

was effected with the HO endonuclease (the strain also 
carried a rad54 mutation to prevent repair of the double-
stranded break). Arrest after an HO-induced double-
stranded break was profound and persistent in Mec'^ cells 
(Sandell and Zakian, 1993) and in mecl" cells at the 
permissive temperature of 23°C (Figure 9). To test if 
MECl were required to maintain arrest, the mecl" strain 
was HO-induced with galactose at the permissive 
temperature until at least 80% of the cells were arrested 
(usually ~6 h), then shifted to the restrictive temperature 
of 36°C (Figure 9). After 2-4 h at 36°C, the mecl" strain 

resumed mitosis, in contrast to Mec'^ cells which remained 
arrested (Figure 9). The simplest explanation for this 
observation is that Meclp is required for both the establish
ment and the maintenance of arrest. This conclusion is in 
contrast to the proposed role of the fission yeast MECl 
homolog, Rad3 (Martinho et al., 1998). Martinho et al. 
concluded that Rad3 is required to establish but not to 
maintain arrest after DNA damage. We are unable to 
resolve the apparent contradiction between these two 
observations; the dichotomy may be ascribable to differ
ences in experimental conditions (e.g. we employed an 
irreparable break, whereas the damage used in their study 
i.e. y or UV irradiation, was apparently repaired in <1 h) 
or to species differences. 

One plausible explanation for the existence of the two 
parallel pathways downstream of MECl, then, is that one 
pathway might serve to establish arrest while the other 
acts to maintain it. Toczyski et al. (1997) had identified a 
specific mutation in the yeast CDC5 gene which abrogates 
adaptation; when cdc5-ad mutant cells suffer damage, 
they arrest persistently without adaptation. Using the 
cdc5-ad mutation, we examined the possibility that one 
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Fig. 9. MECl IS required to maintain the Gj/M checkpoint arrest, 
(A) Expcnmental protocol. A double-stranded DNA break is 
accomplished by mducing the GAL-HO endonuclcase. At 6 h after 
addition of galactose, -80% of cells arc arrested. Then, the cultures 
arc shifted to 37®C. the mecl" restrictive temperature. (B) Although 
the MEC (TWYI85) strain at either 23 or 37®C and mecl" (RGY5) 
cclls at 23°C remain arrested, mecV* cells at progress through 
mitosis after -2 h. The low viability of the two strains at the 
conclusion of the assay, 2.5 and 7.7%, respectively, indicates that most 
cclls in fact incurred a double-stranded break. (Similar results, data not 
shown, were obtained with a microcolony assay of plated cells under 
comparable conditions.) The means of duplicates are plotted; error 
bars (standard deviation) are often smaller than the plot symbols. 
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Fig. 10. Dunl, Rad53 and Pdsl do DOt maintain arrest by inhibiting 
adaptation. Following cdclS-itidyxed damage, the partial arrest defects 
of dunl, pdsl and radS3 arc unchanged by the superimposition of the 
cdcS-ad mutation, which abrogates adaptation. Consequently, we 
concludc that neither of the parallel pa^ways acts by inhibiting 
adaptation, at least via CDC5. The mean of duplicate experiments is 
plotted; the error bars (standard deviation) are often smaller than the 
data point symbols. Strains used were: dunl, RGY86; dunl cdc5-ad, 
RGY125; pdsl. RGY177; pdsl cdcS-ad, RGY200; rad53, DLY380; 
rad53 cdc5-ad, RGYI23. 

of the two pathways for Gj/M arrest might establish arrest 
and the other might inhibit adaptation (at least during the 
first 10 h when C£)C5''^ceUs with damage remain arrested). 
If either the RAD53 or the PDSl pathway maimains arrest 
by inhibiting adaptation, then that specific pathway would 
not be required for arrest in cdc5-ad mutants. We observed, 
however, that pdsl cdc5-ad, dunl cdc5-ad and radSS 
cdc5-ad mutants all had partial arrest phenotypes (Figure 
10). The simplest explanation for these findings is that 
RAD53, DUNl and PDSl do not maintain arrest by 
inhibiting adaptation, at least via CDC5\ rather, both 
pathways contribute to establishing arrest. 

UV resistance mediated by checkpoint pathways 
If the RAD53 and PDSl pathways contribute 
independently to cell cycle arrest after damage, each 
should also contribute independently to survival after 
DNA damage. To test this prediction, we determmed 
survival after UV irradiation in a series of mutants (Figiu'e 

l l A  and B, summarized in Figure IIC). A pdsl mutant 
was only very slightly UV sensitive (Figure 11 A), consist

ent with Its specific role in partial G2/M arrest; dunl 
(Figure 11 A) and radS3 (Figure llA and B) single 
mutants exhibited greater sensitivity than did pdsl mutants, 
concordant with their dual roles in G2/M arrest and 
transcriptional induction. Disrupting both G2/M arrest 
pathways, i.e. pdsl dunl or pdsl radSS double mutants 
(Figure I lA-C), increased UV sensitivity compared with 
cells with a defect in only one pathway, consonant with 
each contributing independently to UV resistance. 

We observed that rad53 mutants were more UV sensitive 
than dunl mutants (Figure 11 A), perhaps because of 
RAD53's additional roles in DNA replication, RAD53 is 
required for the S/M checkpoint and for another aspect of 
DNA replication, but DUNl is apparently not. We also 
found that double mutant dunl rad53 strains (Figure HA 
and B) were more UV sensitive than either single mutant, 
again suggesting diverse roles for each of the two genes 
in addition to their common roles in the G2/M arrest and 
transcriptional induction pathways. 

Finally, the UV sensitivities of mecl mutants (in strains 
containing smll. Figure 11 A, or the high copy suppressor 
pRNRl, Figure I IB) were substantially greater than that 
of pdsl rad53 double mutants or even the pdsl dunl 
rad53 triple mutant (Figure 1IC). That observation implies 
that MECI has RAD53-, DUNl- and PDS/-independent 
roles in tolerance to DNA damage. 

Discussion 

MECI-dependent Gj/M checkpoint pathways 
Based on experiments employing two kinds of DNA 
damage, c(/c/i-induced telomere-related damage and a 
single, double-stranded break caused by the HO endo-
nuclease, we find that MECI regulates G2/M arrest by 
acting through parallel pathways, one regulated by RAD53 
and the other by PDSl (Figures 3-8), The two-pathway 
hypothesis is supported fiirther by experiments involving 
overexpression of RAD53 and PDSl (data not shown) and 
by UV survival curves which demonstrate that defects in 
both pathways render cells more UV sensitive than do 
mutations m just one pathway (Figure 11), Previously, 
Cohen-Fix and Koshland (1997) independently proposed 
that RAD53 and PDSl exist in independent pathways 
downstream of MECI, based on phosphorylation data. In 
this report, we describe two physiological consequences— 
impaired G2/M arrest and diminished survival after UV 
exposure—of disrupting either or both pathways. 

The conclusion that RADS3 and PDSl act downstream 
of MECI does, however, carry an important caveat. We 
have not shown that the demonstrable cell cycle arrests 
are mdeed due to activation of bona fide checkpoint 
pathways and cannot do so conclusively because the genes 
upon which RAD53 and PDSl act have yet to be identified 
Nonetheless, the simplest interpretation of the various 
genetic tests described herein is that RAD53 and PDSl 
act downstream fi-om MECI, as well as the other genes 
tested (Figure I). 

How might two pathways regulate G2/M arrest in 
budding yeast? 
We considered and provide evidence (Figure 10) arguing 
against one possible model for tv'O pathways: one pathway 
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Fig. 11. Viability after exposure to UV of wild-type and mecl strains and of single, double or triple mutants of radSS, duni and pdsl. (A) The 
radSS-ll allele is used in this series of mutants. The double tnutant dun!^ rad53-U is non-viable and is therefore not included. (B) UV survival 
curves of deleiion strains which require pRNRI for viability. For unknown reasons, strains not requiring pRNRI for viability exhibit a high frequency 
of plasmid loss and, consequently, cannot be compared legitimately with the isogenic pRNRl straias. The wild-type strain, however, is included to 
provide a frame of reference for the mutant strains. (C) Rank order of sensitivity to LfV exposure compiled from the two sets of survival curves 
presented in (A) and (B), as well as additional experiments, all of which provided similar results. Note that the UV sensitivities of mec/strains are 
considerably greater than those of strains carrying any combination of the dunl, radSS and pdsl mutations. Strains used include; (A) wild*type, DLY 
408; pdslX CPY J89; dunldk, RGY86; rad33-Il, DLY554; pdsl^ dunl^, CPY215; pdslta rad53. CPY238; mecl-lsmll, DLY557; and (B) wild-
type, RGY241; radSS^ RGY244; pdslA rad536^ RGY246; </un/A rad53X RGY247; dunl^ pdsJArad53ii, RGY248; meclX RGY240. (Additional 
strains containing pRNRl used in comparable experiments were: dunlin. RGY242: dun!^ pdsiX RGY245; pdsl^ RGY243). 

might establish arrest, the second maintain it by inhibiting 
adaptation (the resumption of cell cycle progression in 
the face of persistent damage). We also considered a 
similar model in which MECI is required only for the 
initiation of arrest while both the RADSS and PDSI 
pathways are required only for maintenance of arrest in a 
manner independent of MECI. However, our finding 
(Figure 9) that MECI must act continuously for Gi/M 
arrest suggests that it signals continuously through at least 
one of the two parallel pathways. Two additional models 
are considered in more detail below. 

Model I: convergent pathways. An entirely plausible 
model is that the two pathways converge on a common 
regulator(s) coordinately to achieve optimal G2/M arrest. 
In fission yeast, Gj/M arrest does appear to occur through 
convergent regulators that hold p34^®'-^ in its inactive state 
by maintaining phosphorylation of its Tyrl5 (reviewed in 
Nurse, 1997). Maintaining Tyrl 5 phosphorylation involves 
an active protein kinase and an inactive phosphatase. Do 
checkpoint pathways in budding yeast likewise converge 
on CDC28 (the CDC2 homolog) and, if so, do they 
regulate its phosphorylation? Although CDC28 seems to 
be involved in G2/M arrest (Li and Cai, 1997), biochemical 
and genetic evidence strongly argue that arrest does not 
occur through inhibitory tyrosine phosphorylation (Amon 
el al., 1992; Sorger and Murray, 1992^ Another possible 
target, as yet untested, is cyclin localization which, m 
mammalian cells, is linked to G2/M arrest (Kao el ai, 
I997;/in eta!., 1998).Pdsl probably acts on Esp I, among 
other proteins, to regulate mitosis (Ciosk et al., 1998). 
Regardless, the targets of the RAD53 and PDSI pathways, 
be they CDC28, ESP I or other as yet unspecified genes, 
must first be established in order to test a convergent 
pathway model definitively. 

Model 2: two-stage model. Alternatively, we suggest that 

the RADSS and PDSI pathways might achieve arrest by 

individually inhibiting two sequential steps in mitosis. 
For example, RADSS might irihibit a G2 to metaphase 
transition while PDSI might block a metaphase to ana
phase transition. This model is supported by several pieces 

of circumstantial evidence, which suggest that damaged 
yeast cells can. in fact, arrest in either an interphase-like 
(G2) or a metaphase-like (M) state. First, when yeast cells 
are DNA damaged during interphase, they may arrest in 
the subsequent G2 stage. That determination is based on 
two kmds of observations indicative of cells in interphase, 
namely that at least some Cdc28 is phosphorylated (Amon 
el al., 1992; Sorger and Murray, 1992) and some chromo
somal condensation appears interphase-like (Guacci et al., 
1994). Secondly, DNA-damaged yeast cells can also 
arrest in metaphase. Benomyl-treated (metaphase) and 

then X-irradiated yeast cells show a robust RAD9-
dependent arrest (Weinert and Hartwell, 1988). The 
benomyl-arrested state appears to be metaphase because, 

relative to interphase cells, Cdc28 is dephosphorylated 
(Sorger and Murray, 1992) and chromosomes are con
densed (Guacci et al., 1994). Additionally, Pdsl appears 

to be an inhibitor of the metaphase-anaphase transition, 
as argued from other observations (Yamamoto et al., 
1996a,b) Finally, that DNA-damaged yeast cells may 
arrest in metaphase is supported by the observation that 
cells may experience a /Jy4D9-dependent delay in mid-
anaphase (Yang et al., 1997). 

We therefore speculate, as a rationale for two pathways, 
that normal, DNA-damaged budding yeast cells may 

arrest in either a G2-like or a metaphase-like state and 
that each arrest state is achieved by one of the two 
pathways How then might this two-stage arrest model be 
reconciled with the observation that irradiated metaphase 
cells achieve a complete arrest (Weinert and Hartwell, 
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1988), which we have concluded requires both the RADS3 
and the PDS! pathways? A complete metaphase arrest 
bccomcs explicable if cells are presumed to be in 
equilibrium, i.e. if they are able to oscillate between the 
(i;- and metaphase-like states, and hence are periodically 
subject to regulation by either pathway. Mammalian cells 
»iih DNA damage do in fact exhibit retrograde movement 
from early prophase to interphase (Carlson, 1969a,b, 
discusscd in Weinert and Lydall, 1993). Testing the two-
siagc arrest hypothesis in budding yeast must await 
experiments designed to determine if damaged metaphase 
cclls may return to a G2-like state and whether thai 
retrogression requires, for example, RADS3 but not PDSI. 

The roles of ftADS3 and DUNl 
A second feature of the current model is that RAD53 
and DUNl are both essential for fimction of the 'RAD53' 
G;/M arrest pathway. Although earlier studies of these 
two protein kinases had indicated that both have roles in 
transcnptional responses to DNA damage (Zhou and 
Elledge, 1993; Allen et ai, 1994), the role of DUNl in 
arrest was appreciated only recently (Pati el al., 1997). 
Here, we extend previous observations by showing that, 

first, dun I mutants fail to arrest after two additional types 
of damage and, secondly, that RAD53 and DUNl act in a 
single G2/M arrest pathway. How the two protein kinases 
might function in a single pathway is unknown but could 
be in a manner analogous to MAP kinases cooperating to 
achieve optimal responses (Ferrell, 1996; Ferrell and 
Machleder, 1998). Alternatively, the two kinases may 
phosphorylate unique substrate targets, each being required 
for ftinction of that arrest pathway. That RAD53 and 
DUNl are both required for arrest certainly adds another 
level of complexity to studying this pathway; events 
determined to be /i/4D5i-independent need also to be 
tested for a possible role for DUNl. By way of example. 
Welter et al. (1996) reported that the damage inducibility 
of SNMl was independent of SADI (RAD53) but when 
they tested SNMI inducibility in a dunl strain, they in 
fact found dependency. This was surprising in light of 
earlier results that had placed DUNl downstream of 
RAD53 in the transcription induction pathway (Zhou and 
Elledge, 1993). 

The roles of specific genes in tolerance to DNA 
damage 
The UV sensitivities of a series of single and multiple 
mutants provides further corroboration of the roles of two 
pathways in tolerance of DNA damage (Figure 11). For 
example, mutating both arrest pathways (e.g. apds! dunl 
strain) resulted in greater UV sensitivity than disrupting 
either arrest pathway alone. 

However, the UV sensitivity profiles also indicate that 
certain checkpoint proteins have multiple roles in tolerance 
of DNA damage. For example, RADS3 and DUNl must 
do more in this regard than simply contributing to G2/M 
arrest since the rad53 dunl double mutant is more UV 
sensitive than either single mutant. Indeed, the UV 
sensitivity of the rad53t^ dunlA double mutant was so 
profound (Figure 1 IB) in comparison with the respective 
single mutants that any additional effect of pdsl^ which 
was expected in the triple mutant strain was not observable 
(Figure 1 IB). 

Paralld RADS3 and PDSI chackpoint pathways 

How the two protein kinases Rad53 and Dunl mediate 
G2^ arrest and other responses is largely unknown. Both 
have FHA domains (fork head-gssociated; Hofmann and 
Bucher, 1995), which are also found in the fission yeast 
RAD53 homolog, cdsl* (Murakami and Okayama, 1995; 
Lindsay et ai, 1998). Mutations in the Rad53 FHA2 
domain (Rad53 has two such domains) abolish G2/M 
arrest and disrupt its binding to Rad9 in vivo (Sun el al., 
1998), yet render cells only mildly UV sensitive (Fay 
el al., 1997). Comparable studies of the FHA domain 
of Dunl have not been performed. Much of Rad53's 
contribution to UV survival must therefore derive from 
its role in responses other than arrest. Consequently, we 
think it likely that the overall contribution of Gj/M arrest 
to UV resistance is Tess substantial than that of other 
effects mediated via the two parallel pathways. 

The UV sensitivity profiles illustrate yet another 
feature of checkpoint gene function. Most A/£C/-depend-
ent pathways described thus far also involve RAD53 
(reviewed in Paulovich et ai, 1997a; Weinert, 1998). 
However, MECl must promote tolerance to DNA damage 
via pathways independent of RAD53 (as well as DUNl 
and PDSI), because mecl pRNRl single mutants are 
substantially more UV sensitive than even the rad53 dunl 
pdsl triple mutant (Figure 7). One such pathway may 
relate to the transcriptional induction of the MECl and 
RAD53 genes, which requires MECl but not RAD53 
(Kiser and Weinert, 1996). MECl may also regulate other, 
as yet unidentified, pathways. 

Materials and methods 

Straint, platntldt ind madia 
The strains used (Table I) are isogenic with either W303 or A354a, as 
indicated. The 2 ^ plasmids containing RNRJ were provided by 
L.Vallen and F.Cross (personal communication) or S.EIledge (Dcsany 
et al.. 1998). A plasmid with the RAD53 gene under control of the 
CALI promoter was provided by D.Stcm (Stem el al., 1991). The 
CAL-PDSlmdb allele was provided by O.Cohen-Fix and D.Koshland 
(Cohen-Fix el al.. 1996). The duitl^ (Zhou and Elledge, 1993), rad9X 
raJ24A and radSlti alleles fWeinert and Hartwell, 1990; Lydall and 
Weinert. 1995,1997) were integrated into yeast strains by tnmsformation 
(SchicstI and Gietz, 1989) and/or genetic crosscs. After transformation, 
mutants were selected by prototrophy, appropriate phenotypes confirmed, 
and genomic structures verified by Southern blot analysis. The pdsIA 
allele was introduced by genetic crosses of strains provided by 
O.Cohen-Fix and D.Koshland. The mecl-1 smll and radSS-ll mutants 
were generated in A364a (Weinert et al., 1994) and introduced mto 
W303 by backcrosses (Ly^l and Weinert, 1995). Identification and 
charactcnzation of the smll mutation present in mecl-I strains is 
dcscnbcd elsewhere (Paulovichcr a/., 1997b; Gardner, 1998; Zhao e/a/.. 
1998). W303 strains containing cdcli-I and cdcI5-l mutanons were 
based on mutants used in a previous study (Lydall and Weinert, 1995) 

Rich (YEPD), complete and minimal media (Sherman et al.. 1986) 
were supplemented with adenine 20 ^g/ml to promote optimal growth 
of W303 ade2 strains. Appropriate minimal media were used for strains 
containmg plasmids. Alpha factor (Sigma), made up in a stock solution 
of 5x10^ M, typically was used at a concentration of 1:25 000 in bart 
or 1:500 in BARl* strains. Carbon sources (dextrose, raffinose or 
galactose) were in final concentrations of 2% each. 

Gi/M aiTMt atuyt atlng ede13-lndue»d damaga 
Quantitative assays of cell cycle arrest were performed as previously 
described (Lydall and Weinert, 1995). Cells were grown at 23°C 
(peimissive temperature for cdclS and cdclS) in rich media to mid-log 
concentration. Cells were synchronized in G) by treatment with alpha 
factor for 2,5-3 h at 23®C. The Gj (unbudded) cells were released from 
arrest by washing three times with medium, then shifted to 36°C (30°C 
for pdstii strains, see Results) in firsh rich medium. Aliquots of cclls 
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utTc ukcn at appropriate time points, fixed with 70% ethanol and 
siained wiih 4.6-diamino-2-phcnylindole (DAPl; Fringlc ei ai. 1989) 
( cll and nuclcar morphologies were scored in at least 100 cells from 
cjch sample, under light and fluoresccoce microscopy. 

Arrest assays of diploid cells were performed in a similar fashion, with 
iwd modifications. First, synchrony (~80% G| cells) was accomplished 
b> starvation (growth in YEPD for 48-60 h); the cells were released 
Hn rcsuspcndmg them in fresh YEPD at 30®C. Secondly, the assays 
were performed in a microtitcr-type device. The nine diploid strains 
u crc asikaycd simultaneously in a single devi^. 

The arrest assay was modified as follows for cclls overcxprcssing 
and PDSImdb under control of the galactose promoter. Cells were 

pcc-grown m sclcctivc media containing raffisose to permit subsequent 
induction of the GAL promoter, then simultaneously treated with alpha 
factor and resuspended in YEP plus raffinose and galactose. Washing 
and subsequent resuspension of cells were also in YEP raffinose plus 
galactose. These cell cycle experiments were done at 30**C, except for 

overexprcssion in the pdsl^ strain, which was tested at 23®C to 
minimize the mitotic delay of pdsJA mutants. 

C^n survival tftar UV 0Xpo$un 
Mid-iog cells grown in rich media were plated on solid media and 
irradiated with appropriate doses using a Strataiinker 1800. £)espicc 
efforts to prepare the Strataiinker uniformly (e.g. *pre*warming' for 
3 mm), we encountered day-to^y variability in the absolute, but not 
relative, levels of cell death for all strains. Since the relative sensitivities 
of our strains were highly reproducible, the data shown on each graph 
in Figure 11 are from experiments performed on the same day and 
irradiated at the same time for cach dose. The resuits from a single, 
typical tnal are shown; results from other trials are available upon request. 

Call cycle arrtt tHiat a doubla-ttmndad bnak 
The strains, isogenic with W303, were MATt GAL'H0::URA3 
rad54::LEV2 and contained a mutation in a checlq>oint gene. Cclls were 
grown in YEP raffinose at 30^0, synchronized in Gi with alpha factor 
for 2 h, then were incubated for an additional 2 h following addition of 
galactose (2%) to induce transcription of the HO endonuclease. The 
induced G] cclls were released from arrest by washing and resuspended 
in YEP raffinose plus galactose media; cell cycle progression was 
analyzed in ethanol-fbced and DAPl-stained cells, ^h strain experienced 
-70% lethality from the irreparable HO cleavage event, indicating a 
similar rate of HO-induced DNA breakage in all strains. 
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APPENDIX B: DNA DAMAGE AND TELl LOW COPY OVEREXPRESSION 

ACTIVATE A MAD1/MAD2 OFF-KINETOCHORE PATHWAY TO REGULATE 

MITOTIC ARREST. 

To be submitted to Current Biology. 
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Summary 

Background: Heretofore, the G2/M DNA damage and spindle checkpoints have been 

viewed as autonomous, responding to dissimilar signals and enlisting sui generis 

effectors. In this representation, the Mecl-centric checkpoint recognizes double strand 

breaks and single stranded DNA, then transduces signals via bifurcating Rad53 and Chkl 

pathways. The spindle checkpoint senses unoccupied or nonamphitelic attachments of 

microtubules to kinetochores or spindle disruption and activates Madl and Mad2. Here, 

we explore contralateral responses in which proteins intrinsic to the spindle pathway 

effect arrest after DNA damage and perhaps vice versa. 

Results: Overexpression of the Mecl homologue Tell induced a G2/M delay requiring 

Madl, Mad2 and Cdc20. Genetic analysis supported a model in which activated Madl 

and Mad2 were from the nuclear pore associated, Mlpl/Mlp2-bound pool, not the 

kinetochore. Genetically identical Madl and Mad2 activations also followed cdcl3-

induced DNA damage. This third pathway causing Mad2-dependent arrest was initially 

redundant to the Mecl pathway but prolonged arrest required Mad2 inhibition of Cdc20. 

Evidence for XRS2 participation in the DNA damage and pF^Z/-induced responses is 

also presented. In addition, XRS2 was benomyl sensitive and exhibited a constitutive 

delay requiring Mad2 Cdc20, suggesting that MRX might recognize spindle damage. 
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Conclusions: In addition to executing arrest via the robust Mecl-centric pathway, DNA 

damage also activates Madl and Mad2; their roles in arrest were revealed by 

compromising the former, either by inactivating Rad53 or Chkl or by prolonged arrest. 

The nuclear peripheral pool of Madl and Mad2 is targeted in this response, not the 

kinetochore. Additionally, the MRX complex, a DNA damage sensor, may also respond 

to disrupted spindles. 

Introduction 

In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, G2/M arrest in response to DNA damage heretofore has 

been generally viewed as the exclusive province of the Mecl-centric pathway. In that 

context, sensors of DNA damage, including RadSO and RP-A, recruiters of 

recombination/repair proteins, including the clamp loader (Rad24/Rfc2-5) and the clamp 

complex (Ddcl/Mec3/Radl7), and signal transducers, notably Mecl, Rad9, Rad53 and 

Chkl, ultimately inderdict at several levels the tripartite pathway required for the control 

of anaphase onset: Cdc20, Pdsl and Espl (Figure 1). Indeed, deletion or loss of function 

mutation of any of the upstream components essentially completely abrogates the arrest 

response to DNA damage; compromise of either of the two downstream pathways, 

Rad53/Dunl or Chkl, produces a partial arrest defect [1, 2]. 

The role of the MECl homologue, TELl, in damage responsiveness is however far more 

circumspect. MECl, an essential gene, participates in all DNA damage arrest responses 
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regardless of cell cycle phase [3], and although their human homologues, hATR and 

hATM, individually have discrete roles in responding to DNA damage (reviewed in [3]), 

deletion of TELl in yeast has no cognate phenotypic consequence. Because tell single 

mutants do not have obvious damage repair defects [4], a checkpoint role of TELl in 

mitotic cells has been sought by examining genetic interactions of tell with other 

mutations or by overexpressing TELl to enhance signaling. For example, mecl tell 

double mutants are more damage sensitive [5] and exhibit less phosphorylation of Rad53 

than mecl mutants alone [6, 7]. Conversely, overexpression of TELl in mecl null 

mutants restores cell viability [5,8], enhances resistance to DNA damage [5] and 

increases damage-dependent phosphorylation of Rad53 [8]. 

More detailed views of the relationship between the MECl and TELl pathways have 

been provided by Usui et al [9] and the Rothstein group [10]. Usui et al,. proposed a 

model in which a Tell-Mrell (TM) checkpoint pathway, parallel to the Mecl pathway, 

also influences Rad53 activation and its subsequent interaction with Rad9. The TM 

pathway was revealed by combining a radSO or sae2 mutation with mecL, the double 

mutants partially suppressed the effects of MMS in comparison to mecl single mutants. 

Thus, the sae2 or radSO mutations somehow enhanced the TM pathway, perhaps by 

increasing either the number or the extent of damage lesions so that the TM pathway was 

hyperactivated, compensating for the lack of Mecl.The second report [10], employing 

GFP-tagged protein localization to sites of damage, arrived at similar conclusions. 

Suggested by both reports was a division of labor: Mecl preferentially responds to 
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single-stranded DNA; and, Tell, in conjunction with the MRX complex, Mrel 1, Rad50 

and Xrs2 (which physically interacts with Tell), senses double-strand breaks. Their 

models further purport that both protein kinases then converge on common signal 

proteins, including Rad53 and Rad9, to activate downstream targets. 

In another approach to eliciting possible functions of Tell, high copy overexpression 

caused either a prolonged cell cycle arrest accompanied by cell death or a reversible 

delay in executing anaphase, depending on whether or not there was concomitant DNA 

damage, respectively [11]. However, the phenotypic consequences of high copy 

overpression of functionally similar kinase domains are not easily interpretable; perhaps 

when the Tell kinase is overexpressed, it simply usurps targets of the Mecl kinase. 

Consequently, in an earlier study (data not shown), we examined the phenotypic 

consequences upon cell cycle progression of low copy overexpression of TELl, using a 

CEN plasmid containing the TELl gene under control of its endogenous promoter 

(hereafter termed "pT^'Zi"). Low copy overexpression of Tell induced a partial, 

constitutive G2/M delay (see, for example. Figure 2A): the delay was damage-

independent and, siuprisingly, did not require any of the proteins of the G2/M pathway; 

only the securin Pdsl was found necessary. 

In the present study, we present evidence that the constitutive delay invoked by TpTELl is 

executed via components of the spindle assembly checkpoint pathway, namely, Madl, 
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Mad2 and Cdc20. However, the delay does not require the kinetochore-resident 

checkpoint proteins Bubl and Bub3. Genetic evidence that the target of pTELl is Madl 

and Mad2 sequestered at the nuclear periphery by the myosin-like proteins Mlpl and 

Mlp2 is is also provided. Moreover, Mlpl, Mlp2, Madl, Mad2 and Cdc20 also 

participate in the G2/M arrest following cJcii-induced DNA damage. Initially, the role 

of this third parallel pathway is redundant to the Mecl-dependent G2/M pathway, but 

becomes obligatory for enforcement of arrest after four to six hours of persistent damage. 

Xrs2 of the MRX complex may also cooperate in the Mad2-mediated responses to pTELJ 

and to persistent DNA damage. Finally, additional observations suggest a role for the 

MRX complex in the cellular response to spindle disruption. 

Results 

Madl, Mad2 and Cdc20 mediate the pTlEXZ-induced G2/M cell cycle delay 

Our previous work had demonstrated that low copy overexpression of TELl ("pTELl") 

caused a constitutive G2/M cell cycle delay that did not require proteins of the DNA 

damage checkpoint pathway but did require the securin Pdsl. However, recognizing that 

Pdsl also serves as a downstream effector of the spindle assembly checkpoint and 

cognizant of earlier reports [12-14] which had implicated the spindle checkpoint in 

subsets of DNA damage responses, we hypothesized that the pT^Zi-induced delay 

(Figure 2A) might be spindle checkpoint dependent. In strains carrying deletions of 

MAD J or MAD2, both of which are required for the spindle checkpoint response, pTELl 

failed to elicit a G2/M delay (Figures 2 B and C, respectively). We also examined the 
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effect of inactivating the target of Mad2, Cdc20, an E3 ubiquitin hgase of the anaphase 

promoting complex (APC). Because Cdc20 is required for the essential function of 

spindle pole body duplication, we employed a dominant negative mutation of CDC20 

(cdc20-107) which is not bound by and hence is not inhibited by Mad2 [15]. Strains 

carrying both the pTELl and the pcdc20-107 plasmids failed to delay in comparison to 

the strain bearing pTELl plus empty vector (Figure 2 D), indicating that inhibition of 

Cdc20 by Mad2 was required for the Tell-induced delay. 

The kinetochore-integral proteins Bubl and Bub3 are not required for the pTELl 

delay 

Amongst possible mechanisms for the pr^Zi-induced activation of the spindle 

checkpoint are: first, that overexpression of TELl activates spindle checkpoint 

components residing at the kinetochore, or second, that pTELl somehow alters the 

structure of the kinetochore such that microtubule capture is perturbed. Under conditions 

in which one or more kinetochores are unoccupied by or misattached to microtubules of 

the spindle, the G2/M arrest signal is initiated by proteins (Bubl and Bub3) at or adjacent 

to the kinetochores; these, in turn, activate Madl and then Mad2. To test whether Tell 

overexpression had somehow perturbed kinetochore function, we examined whether 

deletion of the kinetochore-resistant spindle checkpoint proteins BUBl or BUBS would 

abrogate the pTELl delay. Neither deletion affected the delay (Figure 3 A, B), evidence 

that Madl and Mad2 were not being activated at the kinetochore. 



Madl/Mad2 at the nuclear periphery is the presumptive target of TELl 

overexpression 

In budding yeast, as new kinetochores assemble, nearly all are quickly captured by 

microtubules. Hence, little of the Madl and Mad2 protein pool is required at or near 

kinetochores. Indeed, by visualization of GFP-tagged proteins, it has been shown that 

most Madl and Mad2 lies at the periphery of the nucleus, closely associated with nuclear 

pores. Recently Gillett and Sorger (personal communication) have established that the 

nuclear peripheral localization of Madl and Mad2 is dependent upon the myosin-like 

alpha-helical proteins Mlpl and Mlp2, which form cable-like structures emanating from 

the nuclear pores. With deletion of either of the Mlp proteins, Madl and Mad2 escape 

from their peripheral location and diffuse throughout the nucleus (Gillett and Sorger, 

personal communication). 

We therefore postulated that if ipTELl were acting upon the peripheral nuclear pools of 

Madl and Mad2, then disruption of the Mlp cables would abolish the pT'E'Zi-induced, 

Madl/Mad2-dependent cell cycle delay. As shown in Figure 3, C - E, deletion of either 

Mlpl or, more noticeably, Mlp2 decreased the delay response to pTELl. However, 

interpretation of the response in the mlpl A mlp2A strain was obfuscated by a constitutive 

G2/M delay intrinsic to the double mutant; nonetheless, in that strain, TpTELl did not 

confer additional delay. Taken together, the observations of cell cycle kinetics in bub land 

bubS and mlplmd mlp2 strains bearing pTELl support the notion that pTELl activates 
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the nuclear peripheral pool of Mad 1 and Mad2, the "off-kinetochore" function of 

Madl/Mad2. 

DNA damage induced by cdcl3 activates Madl and Mad2, in addition to the Mecl-

centric pathway 

Because defects in G2/M arrest after DNA damage in strains deleted for MADl or MAD2 

had been reported only under especial conditions [12-14, 16], we surmised that if DNA 

damage also activates Madl and Mad2, then the ensuing arrest is likely completely 

redundant to the robust Mecl-centric response. This proved to be the case: after release 

from alpha factor synchrony and induction of DNA damage by shifting cdcl3 mutants 

to a restrictive temperature, an identical arrest response was observed for at least four 

hours in cdcl3mad2A strains as in cdcl3 MAD+ cells (Figure 4A). Because mecl and 

rad9 mutants appear completely arrest-defective (Figure 4B), we reasoned that if the 

spindle checkpoint proteins Madl and Mad2 participate in the arrest response to DNA 

damage, not only are they redundant but they also require activation by one or more 

proteins of the Mecl pathway. 

Might, however, a DNA-damage role of the spindle checkpoint be revealed by partially 

compromising the Mecl pathway by means of deletion or mutation of genes in either of 

the two downstream pathways, RAD53/DUN1 and CHKll In the cdcl3 background, the 

double mutants mad2 chkl (Figure 4C) and mad2 rad53 (Figure 4D)exhibited greater 

arrest defects than chkl or rad53 alone; the triple mutant chklrad53mad2 appeared 
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perhaps slightly more arrest-defective than the double mutant chklrad53 (Figure 4E). In 

sum, these observations indicate that although the spindle checkpoint component Mad2 

participates in the early DNA damage arrest response, its role is completely redundant to 

the Mecl-centric pathway. 

The prolonged arrest accompanying persistant DNA damage requires Madl, Mad2, 

Cdc20 and Mlpl/MIp2, but not Bubl and Bub3 

A second means of compromising the G2/M checkpoint pathway is by imposing 

persistent DNA damage, "fatiguing" it, for example, by maintaining cdcl3 strains at the 

restrictive temperature for many hours. Typically at about eight hours after the onset of 

G2/M arrest (at 36° C), in a process termed "adaptation"[17], cells begin entering 

anaphase. In so doing, nearly every cell suffers lethal genomic instability. Earlier reports 

have suggested that Rad53 phosphorylation diminishes in rough parallel with adaptation 

[18], suggesting a "relaxation" of the DNA damage checkpoint. We therefore examined 

the roles of Madl and Mad2 in maintaining arrest in the face of persistent damage. 

We observed that, in fact, cdcl3 madl and cdclS mad2 strains (Figure 5 A, B) entered 

anaphase several hours earlier than the cognate cdcl3 MAD+ strain. Similarly, 

inactivation of the Mad2-response function of Cdc20 with the pcdc20-107 plasmid 

likewise caused a similar, albeit weaker (plasmid retention rates were in the 70-80 % 

range) escape from arrest (Figure 5 C). That this phenotype, failure to maintain arrest in 

the face of persistent DNA damage, is also subserved by the off-kinetochore pool of 
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Madl and Mad2 was supported by two sets of observations. First, deletion of BUBl or 

BUBS, the kinetochore-resident spindle checkpoint proteins, did not affect the timing of 

anaphase (Figure 5D); second, deletion of both Mlpl and Mlp2 duplicated the Mad2 

phenotype (Figure 5 E). However, individual deletions of Mlpl or Mlp2 remained 

arrested as long as wildtype strains (Figure 5F). We conclude from these experiments that 

the Mad/ Mad2 DNA damage arrest response is initially redundant to the Mecl pathway, 

but as the latter weakens in the face of persistent damage, the off-kinetochore spindle 

checkpoint assumes the dominant role in enforcing arrest. 

Xrs2 appears required for the Mad2-mediated DNA damage response and for the 

pTELl delay 

Because the MRX complex (Mrel 1-Rad50-Xrs2) functions as a sensor of DNA damage, 

we wondered whether the complex, specifically Xrs2, might participate in the Mad-

dependent late arrest with persistent DNA damage? Indeed, cdcl3 xrs2 strains emerge 

from G2/M arrest earlier than wildtype strains; cells begin entering anaphase three to four 

hours after release from alpha factor (Figure 6B). 

Tellp physically interacts with Xrs2p of the MRX complex (Mrel 1, RadSO and Xrs2) 

[19], Functionally, Tell appears to partner with Xrs2 in telomere [19-21] maintenance 

and in the detection of double strand breaks [10, 20, 22, 23]. We therefore sought 

evidence that the pTELl-induced Mad2-dependent cell cycle delay requires Xrs2. 

Although low-copy overexpression of TELl did not appear to impose an additional G2/M 
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delay in an xrs2 strain (Figure 6 A), interpretation of the result was clouded by the 

constitutive G2/M delay intrinsic to the xrs2 strain. It is important to note, however, that 

the constitutive delay of xrs2 is ameliorated by the pcdc20-107 plasmid (Figure 7). These 

observations, although not conclusive, are consistent with TpTELl acting in collaboration 

with Xrs2. 

The MRX proteins, Mrell, RadSO and Xrs2, display differential sensitivity to the 

spindle depolymerizing agent benomyl 

Although numerous reports link the MRX complex to the DNA damage response and 

specifically, to the sensing of double-stranded DNA breaks (reviewed in[24], none has 

implicated MRX in spindle damage responses. In light of the spindle checkpoint 

dependency of the constitutive delay of xrs2A, we assayed sensitivity to benomyl of 

strains bearing deletions of each of the three MRX genes. The results (Figure 8 and data 

not shown) displayed a rank order of sensitivity to benomyl as follows: WT » mrell A < 

radSOA < xrs2A ~ madlA ~ mad2A. This surprising observation suggests the possibility 

that the rapid release of essentially all visible GFP-tagged Madl and Mad2 firom the 

nuclear peripheral reservoir by the spindle depolymerizing drug nocodazole, as observed 

by Gillett and Sorger (personal communication), may be mediated, at least in part, by 

MRX and perhaps Tell. 
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Discussion 

It is axiomatic that stability of the genome is dependent upon regulatory pathways, 

termed checkpoints, which sense perturbations of cell cycle execution and delay cell 

cycle progression until the error has been corrected. In S. cerevisiae two robust and 

seemingly disparate checkpoint pathways execute arrest at the G2/M interface, one 

responding to DNA damage in the form of double-strand breaks or single-stranded DNA 

[3,25], the other to dysfunctional microtubule-kinetochore capture or outright spindle 

disruption [26-28]. 

We present here a consequential subtext to this linear view of G2/M checkpoint 

responses, namely, that the two pathways in reality form a network capable of responding 

to a variety of chromosomal aberrations by interdicting a very few effectors. Although 

one subset of components, i.e., a "pathway," is hierarchal for a given disruption (e.g. 

DNA damage), additional components of the network are nonetheless activated and 

covertly participate in the arrest response. The preeminent pathway for a given class of 

damage is typically quite robust; consequently, the surreptitious roles of other 

components have not been readily discernible. 

Tell overexpression activates off-kinetochore Madl/Mad2 

Identification of the subjacent components for a given damage response is therefore 

possible only if the preeminent robust pathway is avoided or at least partially 

compromised. Tell, for example, has been identified as an early responder, in 
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conjunction with the MRX complex, to double strand breaks. However, a tellL strain has 

no DNA damage phenotype and the double mutant tell mecl is so compromised for 

essential functions that some phenotypic analyses after DNA damage are problematic. 

Because Mecl and Tell are homologous kinases, high-copy overexpression of Tell 

carries the caveat of promiscuous phosphorylation of Mecl substrates. Consequently, we 

chose to use low-copy overexpression of Tell. The summation of those experiments 

described herein is that Tell activates the spindle checkpoint pathway components Madl 

and Mad2, the latter in turn inactivates Cdc20 (Figure 2). Moreover, this response does 

not require the kinetochore proteins Bubl and Bub3 but instead usurps the off-

kinetochore reservoir of Madl and Mad2, sublocalized at the nuclear periphery by the 

myosin-like proteins, Mlpl and Mlp2 (Figure 3). Perhaps of no surprise is the finding that 

Xrs2 , which physically interacts with Tell, also appears required for the Tell-induced, 

Mad2-dependent cell cycle delay (Figure 6). 

DNA damage activates a third pathway, off-kinetochore Madl/Mad2 

To counter the argument that the findings described above are factitious consequences of 

protein overexpression, we examined the contribution of Mad2 activation to G2/M arrest 

after cc?cii-induced DNA damage. To diminish the phenotypic shadow of the very robust 

Mecl-centric pathway, we compromised the latter by inactivating one or the other of the 

two dovmstream effectors, Rad53/Dunl or Chkl. By so doing, the Mad2-dependent 

component of the residual arrest response became quite evident (Figure 4). Similarly, we 

observed that with persistent damage, the Mecl-centric response fatigues over time; after 
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about four to six hours, enforcement of continuing arrest requires the engagement of the 

nuclear peripheral Madl/Mad2 mechanism (Figure 5). 

Does Xrs2 participate in the spindle checkpoint pathway? 

Deletion of XRS2 has an additional phenotype, a constitutive G2/M delay resembling in 

magnitude and duration that seen with low copy overexpression of TELl. Quite 

remarkably, in light of MRX's well described roles in responding to double strand DNA 

breaks (Rothstein), xrs2A's constitutive delay is largely enjoined by the Mad2 - Cdc20 

interaction (Figure 7). We also provide circumstantial evidence that spindle damage, for 

example, microtubule depolymerization by benomyl, activates at least one protein 

complex - MRX - previously regarded as exclusively a DNA damage and telomere 

responder. Deletion of either of two proteins - Xrs2 and RadSO - of MRX results in 

sensitivity to benomyl (Figure 8); xrs2A strains are nearly as sensitive as madl or mad2 

strains. We intend to pursue this second, unexpected finding in subsequent work. 

A rationale for the third pathway response after DNA damage 

With either DNA damage or spindle malfunction, it is essential to genomic stability that 

sister chromatids not separate until the fault is corrected; cohered sister chromatids 

facilitate recombinational repair of DNA damage [29] and prevent the aneuploidy that 

would inevitably occur if sister chromatids separated prior to amphitelic attachment to 

spindle microtubules [28, 30]. The three parallel pathways of the global G2/M arrest 

response - Rad53/Dunl, Chkl and Madl/Mad2 - have a common functional objective, 

postponing anaphase by stabilizing Pdsl. To immediately, effectively and yet reversibly 
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by the APC (see Figure 1) [31, 32], Rad53 does so by preventing access to Pdsl by 

Cdc20, the E3 ubiquitin ligase of the anaphase promoting complex (APC); Chkl, by 

phosphorylating Pdsl, grants it immunity against ubiquitin conjugation by the APC and 

hence degradation [32]; and, Mad2 of the spindle pathway physically sequesters Cdc20 

[33], preventing it from gaining access to Pdsl. Thus, the third pathway, although 

ordinarily redundant, is potentially strongly and mutually reinforcing to the other two 

Mecl-centric pathways [32], 

Our observations provide evidence that DNA damage activates not only the Mecl-centric 

pathway but also the spindle checkpoint. Initially, the spindle checkpoint is both 

redundant and subordinate to the Mecl pathway. If the latter is intact, its competency 

precludes detecting any additional arrest effect via the spindle checkpoint. Conversely, 

complete inactivation of the DNA damage pathway, by mutation of RAD9 or MECl for 

example, likewise fails to reveal a spindle checkpoint role. Presumably, activation of the 

spindle checkpoint requires signaling from the Mecl pathway, an issue that bears further 

scrutiny. 

Does MRX also sense spindle damage? 

Just as the spindle checkpoint responds to DNA damage, so might Xrs2 of the MRX 

complex respond to a damaged spindle. Strains deleted for Xrs2 (Figure 8) are sensitive 

to benomyl. In addition xrs2 strains exhibit a constitutive delay, requiring Mad2 and 
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Cdc20. A more precise delineation of the roles of Xrs2 and its partners RadSO and Mrel 1 

in responses to spindle damage awaits fiirther investigation. 

Possible functions of the off-kinetochore nuclear peripheral Madl/Mad2 reservoir 

This report also presents observations suggesting the fianctional importance of the 

peripheral nuclear complexes of Mips, Madl and Mad2, and most probably, MRX-Tell. 

We surmise that numerous other proteins of consequence in maintaining chromosomal 

structure may also reside in this reservoir. Tell, Mecl, the MRX complex, and Mlpl and 

Mlp2 are requisites for telomere length maintenance [34-36], a function presumed to be 

executed at the nuclear periphery [37]. It remains to be seen whether the elusive 

"telomere checkpoint" might exploit the Madl Mad2 reservoir for signaling cell cycle 

arrest. 

Conclusions 

Low-copy overexpression of the Mecl homologue Tell induces a constitutive G2/M 

arrest execute by the nuclear peripheral reservoir (defined by Mlpl and Mlp2 binding) of 

Madl and Mad2. This response also requires the MRX complex protein Xrs2, which, 

when deleted, also causes a Mad2-dependent delay. The proteins Mlpl, Mlp2, Madl, 

Mad2, Cdc20 and Xrs2 are also required to maintain arrest with persistent c<ic73-induced 

DNA damage. Deletion of Xrs2 also confers benomyl sensitivity, suggesting that MRX 

may sense spindle disruption, as well as DNA damage. In sum, these observations 

suggest a model (Figure 1) in which DNA damage and spindle checkpoint pathways are 
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in reality subsets of a network capable of responding to DNA and spindle damage (and 

perhaps other chromosomal aberrations as well) by engaging in a mutually reinforcing, 

hence extraordinarily robust, pre-anaphase arrest. 

Experimental Procedures 

Strains 

All observations were made in strains of the W303 background. Strains were constructed 

by standard yeast genetic techniques. 

Cell cycle assays 

Cells were grown overnight to mid-log stage at permissive temperature and arrested in 

G1 with alpha factor (1:25,000 dilution of a stock solution, 0.842 mg/ml, in barl strains). 

The completeness of G1 arrest was verified microscopically (typically 3 - 3.5 h at 23° C 

or 2.5 - 3 h at 30° C). After releasing from alpha factor arrest by washing three times, 

aliquots were sampled at the intervals displayed on each Figure and fixed in absolute 

ethanol to a final concentration of 67 %. After staining with 4',6-diamidino-2-

phenylindole (DAPI, Sigma), the samples were scored as unbudded, small-budded, large-

budded with mononucleated DNA, or post-mitotic cells. In nearly all strains, the cdcl5 

mutation (restrictive temperature, > 32° C) was included so that cells could not reenter 

the cell cycle. At least 100 cells (and frequently multiples thereof) were scored at each 

time point. Duplicate experiments often with two or more isolates of identical genotypes 

were performed. Portrayed in the Figures are the means ± standard deviations. The 
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ct/c7 J-induced damage assays differed only in that alpha factor arrest was conducted at 

23° C, well below the restrictive temperature (28° C) of the cdcl3 mutation. In every 

experiment, cotemporaneous wildtype and/or other appropriate control strains were 

always included. 

Sensitivity to MMS and benomyl 

96-well microtiter plates were innoculated with 200pl aliquots of mid-log cultures of the 

strains in question; after serial five-fold dilutions had been performed, a 48-pin replicator 

was used to "stamp" plates of YPD with or without methanesulfonic acid methyl ester 

(MMS, Sigma), 0.02 %, or methyl 1-(butylcarbamoyl)-2-benzimidazolecarbamate, 95 % 

(benomyl, Sigma), 20 |al/ml. The plates were read and photographed after three to four 

days incubation. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1 

A model of a protein network governing G2/M cell cycle arrest in response to DNA 

damage. Observations in this report favor a three-pathway response to DNA damage, in 

which the Mecl-centric limb activates two downstream pathways, Rad53/Dunl and 

Chkl. The third pathway - Madl and Mad2 - is somehow activated from the off-

kinetochore reservoir of Mad proteins, localized by the myosin like proteins, Mlpl and 

Mlp2. All three pathways are mutually reinforcing, by stabilizing Pdsl against Cdc20, the 

E3 ligase of the anaphase promoting complex (APC).We propose that the nuclear 
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peripheral Mlp-based Madl Mad2 reservoir, perhaps also harboring MRX and Tell, 

might respond to several classes of chromosomal aberration, including short telomeres, 

spindle disruption and DNA damage. Tell overexpression likewise activates the third 

pathway, perhaps by a direct interaction at the nuclear periphery. 

Figure 2 

Low-copy overexpression of TEL 1 ("pTELl") induces a G2/M cell cycle delay requiring 

Madl, Mad2 and Mad2-responsive Cdc20. A. Wildtype cells bearing pTELl or its 

cognate vector alone were released from alpha factor synchrony and sampled at 20 min 

intervals. Cells were stained with DAPI and scored (see Materials and Methods). Plotted 

are the large-budded, mononucleate cells ("G2/M arrest") as a percentage of total 

numbers of cells scored. pTELl conferred a G2/M arrest to about 40 to 50% of cells; the 

duration of delay was estimated to be approximately 20 min. Deletion of madl (B) or 

mad 2 (C) abolished the pTELl-induced delay. Co-transformation of the pcdc20-107 

plasmid (D), which encodes a dominant negative mutant protein non-responsive to Mad2, 

likewise abogated the pTELl delay. 

Figure 3 

The Madl and Mad2 dependency of the pTELl G2/M delay resides not at the 

kinetochore but at the nuclear peripheral reservoir of Madl and Mad2. Deletion of the 

kinetochore-resident spindle checkpoint proteins Bubl (A) or Bub3 (B) did not affect the 

pTELl-induced delay. However, in comparison to the response in wildtype cells (C), 
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deletions of MLPl (D) or MLP2 (E) partially compromised the response to pTELl. 

Deletion of both Mlp's (F) caused a constitutive cell cycle delay which rendered 

interpretation of the pTELl effect difficult; however, no additional delay caused by 

pTELl was evident. 

Figure 4 

Partial compromise of the G2/M DNA damage checkpoint by inactivating either of the 

two downstream pathways revealed the contribution of Mad2 to the arrest response. In 

the cdcl3 background, a mad2 strain was arrest-competent for several hours (A) while 

mec] and rad9 strains appeared completely arrest-defective (B). Strains in which chkl is 

deleted (or rad53 is mutated) exhibited a partial arrest defect (C, D). However, the double 

mutant chklmad2 was more arrest-defective than chkl (C) and rad53 mad2 had a greater 

arrest defect than radSS alone (D). Finally, the triple mutant, rad53 chklmad2 appeared 

slightly more arrest defective than rad53 chkl(^). 

Figure 5 

With persistent DNA damage (induced by cdcl3), arrest continuing beyond four to six 

hours requires Madl, Mad2, Cdc20, Mlpl and Mlp2, but not Bubl or Bub3. The various 

strains were released to 36°C from alpha factor synchrony. Although MAD* cdcl3 cells 

remained arrested for eight hours or so, madl cdcl3 (A) and mad2 cdcl3 (B) strains 

entered anaphase several hours earlier, indicating that continuing arrest after about four to 

six hours required the Mad proteins. C. The Mad-dependent late arrest also required 
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functional Cdc20 (pcdc20-107). (D) Deletion of the kinetochore-resident Bubl and Bub3 

proteins did not shorten the arrest response (E). However, strains deleted for both MLPl 

and MLP2 mimicked mad2. The observations in D and E, taken together, indict the off-

kinetochore Mad protein pool. (F) Surprisingly, single deletions of each of the two Mlp 

proteins did not at all compromise the arrest response. 

Figure 6 

The pTELl- and cJc75-induced damage related phenotypes of xrs2 resemble those of 

Madl and Mad2. A. The constitutive delay caused by deletion oiXRS2 is not further 

aggravated by the pTELl plasmid. B. cdcl3 xrs2 cells are initally competent for arrest 

but enters anaphase beginning at about 3 hours, even earlier than madl or mad2 strains. 

Figure 7 

The constitutive delay of xrs2A strains requires functional Cdc20. Expression of the 

dominant negative cdc20-107 reduced the constitutive delay by about one half, in 

comparison to xrs2A strains carrying empty vector. 

Figure 8 

Sensitivity to the microtubule depolymerizing drug benomyl and to MMS of deletions of 

MRX or the Mad proteins in the yeast strain w303a. Serial five-fold dilutions of the 

annotated strains were plated on YEPD, 20 |a.g/ml of benomyl, or 0.02 % MMS. In this 
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and other experiments, rank order of sensitivity to benomyl was WT ~ mrell < rad50 < 

xrs2 ~ madl ~ mad2. 
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Figure 4 (Continued) 
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APPENDIX C: GTRl AND GTR2, SMALL GTPASES WHICH REGULATE THE 

RAN CYCLE, ARE NOVEL PARTICIPANTS IN DNA DAMAGE 

CHECKPOINTS 

To be submitted to Molecular Biology of the Cell 
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ABSTRACT 

GTRl, isolated in a screen for novel G2/M checkpoint mutants in S. cerevisiae, 

together with its homologue GTR2, are small GTPases which negatively regulate the Ran 

cycle. Deletion strains of GTRl and GTR2 are sensitive to UV irradiation, MMS and 

hydroxyurea but not to nocodazole. After cdcl 3-induced DNA damage, gtrl (as well as 

gtr2 and gtrl gtr2) strains exhibit a cold-sensitive, partial arrest defect independent of the 

Mecl-centric pathway. Imposing a cell cycle delay with nocodazole abolishes the arrest 

defect, suggesting that an early event of G2/M arrest is regulated by Gtrl/Gtr2. 

Regulation of nuclear import of a cell cycle effector, perhaps Pdsl/Espl, is a plausible 

mechanism. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The exactitude of DNA replication, repair and chromosomal segregation, hence 

genomic stability, is substantially dependent upon robust regulatory mechanisms termed 

checkpoints. These networks monitor the execution of cell cycle events; if they are not 

fully and faithfully completed, or if DNA damage persists, they detect that condition and 

execute a delay in the cell cycle to ensure sufficient time for repair mechanisms to 

intervene. It was initially predicted and now amply documented (Sherr, 2004) that 

disruptions of checkpoint mechanisms contribute to the genomic instability intrinsic to 

the malignant transformation of cells and thus to human oncogenesis. 

In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the principal checkpoint responding to damaged 

DNA causes arrest at the G2/M transition. Following the initial report that mutations of 

the RAD9 gene in S. cerevisiae compromise the G2/M checkpoint (Weinert and Hartwell, 

1988), a number of genes subserving this and other checkpoints have been identified in 

budding yeast and a variety of other eucaryotes, as reviewed in (Nyberg et al, 2002). 

And, even though diverse experimental approaches continue to expand the list of budding 

yeast G2/M checkpoint genes, our understanding of specific subfunctions {e.g. 

recognition of damaged DNA or executing cell cycle delay) is still incomplete, implying 

that certain participatory proteins have not yet been identified. In a large-scale screen for 

novel G2/M genes, in which mutagenesis by transposon insertion was combined with 

primary screening for sensitivity to UV, MMS and HU and secondary screening for a 
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morphologic arrest-defect in response to cc/c75-induced damage, several novel mutants 

were identified. 

Several potentially novel G2/M checkpoint genes, including prpl8 (unpublished 

data), are highly pleiotropic; consequently it has been difficult to verify with certainty 

their involvement in G2/M arrest. Of immediate interest to us, however, was the 

identification of GTRl. Here, we present evidence supporting a new-found role of the 

putative GTPase GTRl (as well as its homologue, GTR2) in the G2/M pathway. In 

addition to modest sensitivity to UV irradiation, MMS and HU, gtrl mutants exhibit a 

cold-sensitive arrest deficiency. Genetic interactions with other checkpoint mutants 

suggest that it impinges upon but is not intrinsic to the Mecl-centric pathway. 

Previously reported genetic and biochemical studies have provided evidence that 

Gtrl interacts with Gtr2 to negatively regulate the RanGTPase cycle. Consistent with this 

model, we observed that deletion of GTRl causes the same arrest-defective phenotype as 

GTRl. Moreover, mutations which force the GDP or GTP bound states of Gtrl 

accentuate or mitigate, respectively, the arrest defect. It is believed that Gtrl -GTP is the 

form interacting with Gtr2 to negatively regulating the RanGTPase cycle, which has 

several recently described roles in cell cycle control. We suggest that subcellular 

localization, perhaps enforced via the Ran cycle, might be the mechanisma by which 

Gtrl/Gtr2 contributes to the G2/M delay, a further means by which the checkpoint 

network efficiently imposes a coordinate delay of the cell cycle in response to DNA 

damage. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Media and growth conditions: Rich (YEPD) and dropout media were 

supplemented with adenine, 20 |4.g/ml, for optimal growth of the W303 ade2 strains. 

Strains containing plasmids were cultured in appropriate minimal media. Alpha factor 

(Sigma), diluted from a stock solution of SXIO""* M, was used at a concentration of 

1:25,000 in barl strains or 1:500 in BARl"" strains. The carbon sources dextrose, raffmose 

and galactose were in final concentrations of 2% each. 

Yeast strains and plasmids: The strains used are isogenic with W303 unless 

otherwise noted. Mutations accessed from strains not of the W303 background were 

backcrossed with W303 strains at least three times. 

Transposon-Iibrary based screen for damage-sensitive, G2/M arrest-

defective mutants: The transposon-insertion library was kindly provided by M. Snyder. 

Primary screening was with UV irradiation (40 and 60 J/m^), MMS (0.01%) and 

hydroxyurea (100 mM). Secondary screening for G2/M arrest-deficiency capitalized on 

the cdcl3 mutation which, at a restrictive temperature (>28° C), produces damage in the 

form of telomere-proximal single-stranded DNA (Garvik et al, 1995). 

Transposon linkage analysis and identification of transposon-inserted genes: 

To generate yeast deletion strains, DLY408 (cdcl3 cdcl5) was transformed with DNA 

fragments containing the LEU2 cassette inserted randomly into the S. cerevisiae genome. 

LEU+ colonies were screened for damage sensitivity and subsequently for a G2/M arrest 

defect. Because of the known tendency of yeast transformation to a priori induce 



mutations independent of the transforming DNA, each arrest-defective mutant was 

analyzed for linkage of the damage-sensitive, arrest-defective phenotype to the LEU2^ 

transposon. Insertional mutations linked to the LEU2^ transposon were readily identified 

by either vectorette ("bubble") PGR or by plasmid (pRSQ2URA3) rescue, followed by 

direct sequencing of the PGR product or genomic DNA, respectively. 

Quantitative G2/M arrest assays: Mid-log cultures were synchronized in G1 at 

23° G with alpha factor for 2.5 to 3.5 h, then released by washing. After sonication to 

disperse cell clumps, the cultures were resuspended in fresh YEPD to the original volume 

and shifted to a restrictive temperature for cdcl3 (usually 36° G or 29° G). In order to 

prevent re-entry into the cell cycle after passing through mitosis, cells were captured 

post-mitotically by the cdclS'^ mutation (maximum permissive temperature of 32° G). 

When assays were conducted at temperatures below 32° G, cells were trapped in G1 of 

the next cell cycle by the addition of alpha factor one hour after release from the original 

alpha factor arrest. Samples were fixed in ethanol (67%) and stained with DAPI. For each 

time point, at least 100 cells were scored and the percentage of cells arrested as large 

budded cells with a single DNA mass ("medial nuclear division") was calculated. 

Dose-dependent viability after exposure to ultraviolet radiation: Mid-log 

cultures were sonicated, then diluted to a final concentration of ~ 2500 cells/ml; duplicate 

100 |il aliquots of cell suspension were spread on prewarmed YEPD plates. The plates 

were UV-irradiated, using a Stratalinker 2400, then were incubated at the indicated 

temperature for 2 - 5 days and colonies counted. The percent viability was normalized to 

nonirradiated control plates. In order to display mean viabilities and standard deviations 



(SD) on a j^-axis logarithmic scale, the formulae recommended by Paulovich, et al. were 

used to calculate the mean and SD (Paulovich et al, 1997). 

RESULTS 

gtrl mutants exhibit damage-sensitivity: The transposon-linked gtrl strain 

isolated w^as modestly sensitive to all three damaging agents, UV, MMS and HU, 

employed in the primary screen. Since gtrl is reported to have a cold-sensitive growth 

defect, its responses to damaging agents were re-examined at several ambient 

temperatures. Quantitative measures of viability after UV exposure (Figure 1) confirmed 

the UV sensitivity of gtrl and indicated that this was not noticeably cold-

sensitive.Similarly, the sensitivities to HU and MMS were not consistently affected by 

ambient temperature (data not shown). 

The G2/M arrest-defective phenotype of gtrl is cold-sensitive: G2/M arrest 

assays using the cc/c75-induced DNA damage of gtrl strains were essentially identical to 

wildtype at 36° C; but at 30° C, the arrest defect was nearly 20% and at 28° C, only about 

20% of gtrl cells remained arrested after four hours (versus 60% in wildtype cells) 

(Figure 2) Consequently, subsequent assays were performed at 29° C; at which 

temperature, wildtype strains respond to c(ic75-induced damage with a ~ 95% arrest. The 

partial arrest phenotype of gtrlwas cJcii-dependent; CDC13^ cells passed through 

mitosis with similar kinetics whether or not GTRl was disrupted (data not shown). 

Likewise, the partial arrest phenotype was checkpoint dependent: the double mutant gtrl 

rad9 (Figure 3 A) was completely arrest-defective. 



The partial arrest-defective phenotype of gtrl is RAD9 and MECi-dependent 

but GTRl does not appear to be a component of the RAD53 or PDSl pathways: The 

partial arrest defect of gtrl is reminiscent of that seen with mutations in component genes 

of the RAD53/DUN1 and CHKl/PDSl pathways (Gardner et al., 1999; Sanchez et al, 

1999). Consequently, we sought evidence for a specific role of GTRl in either of the two 

downstream pathways by examining genetic interactions of gtrl with other checkpoint 

mutants. As shown in Figures 3A and 3B, the partial arrest phenotype of gtrl is 

completely RAD9 and MECl dependent. Moreover, the phenotypic arrest behaviors of 

rad53, dunl, chkl,pdsl, and chkl radSS (Figures 3 C-G) were also not significantly 

altered by the additional deletion of GTRl, suggesting that Gtrl does not act on either 

pathway exclusively. Not resolved by this genetic analysis is whether GTRl might 

respond to both pathways or, alternatively, might function upstream of both of them. 

The GDP- and GTP-bound forms of Gtrl accentuate or mitigate, 

respectively, the arrest-defective phenotype of gtrl: A current model (see Discussion) 

of the function of Gtrl posits that the GTP-bound form of the protein in turn activates 

Gtr2 to negatively regulate the RanGTPase cycle whereas the GDP-bound form inhibits 

the function of Gtr2 (Nakashima et al, 1996; Nakashima et al, 1999). Based on this 

model, we predicted that, in comparison to gtrl A strains, strains in which Gtrl GDP is 

the predominant form would exhibit a greater arrest defect whereas when Gtrl - GTP was 

in abundance the arrest defect would be diminished. To test these predictions, GTRl"" and 

gtrl A strains were transformed with overexpression plasmids carrying mutant forms of 

Gri?7which "lock" them in the GDP or GTP bound species (Nakashima et al, 1999). Not 
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surprisingly, the arrest proficiency of a GTRl^ strain after J-induced DNA damage 

was not affected by transformation with either pgtrl-13, the GTP-bound form, or the 

plasmid vector (data not shown); this strain was of course already completely arrest 

proficient. However, the introduction of pgtrl-11, which encodes Gtrl protein locked 

into the GDP-bound form and behaves in a dominant fashion, resulted in a somewhat 

greater arrest-deficiency of about 25 - 30% (Figure 4A). Plasmid retention was on the 

order of 80% in these experiments. 

Introduction of the same plasmids into a gtrl A strain was more revealing. The 

arrest deficiency of that strain transformed with vector alone was no different from other 

experiments performed at 29° C (Figure 4B, pVector). However, introduction of the 

Tpgtrl-13 ("Gtrl -GTP") plasmid restored considerable arrest proficiency (Figure 4B). 

Conversely, transformation of the gtrl null strain with pgtrl-11 ("Gtrl-GDP") 

accentuated the arrest defect in comparison to the vector control strain (Figure 4B). 

The damage-sensitivity and arrest-defects of gtr2A and gtrl A gtr2A are 

identical to those of gtrl A: A second prediction with regard to G2/M arrest deficiency 

may also be made from the model of Gtrl fimction proposed by Nishimoto (Nakashima 

et al, 1999). Because Gtrl activates Gtr2, which in turn negatively regulates the 

RanGTPase cycle, a strain deleted for GTR2 should likewise be damage-sensitive and 

arrest-defective. To test this prediction, strains with the genotypes gtrl, gtr2, and gtrl 

gtr2 were compared in damage sensitivity and arrest assays. After exposure to UV-

irradiation, MMS or HU, both single mutants as well as the double mutant exhibited 

similar sensitivities (data not shown). Similarly, in the cJcii-induced DNA damage 
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assay, the arrest-defective phenotypes of all three strains were virtually identical (Figure 

5). Moreover, arrest phenotypes of the gtrlA and gtr2A strains were congruently affected 

by changes in ambient temperature (data not shown). These findings support the notion 

that Gtrl and Gtr2 function in a linear pathway. 

Deletion of GTRl and/or GTR2 results in a delay in budding: A consistent 

delay, measuring approximately 15 minutes, in the appearance of the daughter bud after 

release from alpha factor arrest was always seen in gtrl, gtr2 and gtrl gtr2 strains, with 

one exception; gtrl rad9 strains budded simultaneously with GTRl^ strains. No other 

checkpoint mutant tested, including mecl, had the same effect as rad9 (Figure 6). 

DISCUSSION 

The identification of GTRl as a component of the G2/M checkpoint response 

suggests that modulation of the RanGTPase cycle might be a prerequisite, at least under 

certain conditions, for a full arrest response. Although we entertain the possibility (see 

later) that GTRl might be acting through other pathways or mechanisms than those 

governing the Ran cycle, the diverse roles of the latter in cell cycle execution make it an 

attractive target. The current model of GTR1/GTR2 regulation of the RanGTPase cycle 

(Nakashima et al. 1996; Nakashima et al. 1999) holds that: (1) Gtrl, when complexed 

with GTP, dimerizes and then acting through Gtr2, probably in a complex with it, inhibits 

the Ran cycle; (2) Gtrl-GDP may also directly inhibit the Ran cycle; and (3) Gtr2 can be 

activated by an input distinct from Gtrl. Our arrest response data with deletions of GTRl 

and GTR2, and with mutations of GTRl conferring preferential GDP or GTP binding are 
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consistent with that model. Specifically, a null mutation of GTRl is partially arrest-

defective as is gtrlb:, and the double null gtrl gtr2 is has precisely the same arrest 

phenotype as either single mutant. These observations are consistent with Gtrl acting via 

Gtr2. Secondly, expressing the Gtrl -GDP bound form in a Gtrl deletion accentuates the 

arrest defect; the converse pertains when the Gtrl GTP form is expressed, suggesting that 

the GTP bound form has a direct role in regulation (Figure 6). 

This report provides the first evidence in Saccharomyces cerevisiae suggesting 

regulation of the G2/M checkpoint via a Ran-mediated mechanisms. It is perhaps not 

surprising, however, in light of known regulations by subcellular localization of 

checkpoint proteins. Several examples may be cited in budding yeast. The securin Pdsl, 

in conjunction with the separin Espl, is imported into the nucleus during early G2 by a 

not-yet-defmed mechanism, although Ran-mediated transport has not been excluded 

(Jensen et al, 2001). Our genetic epistasis data of gtrl with chkl,pdsl and rad53 neither 

support nor refute the possibility that regulation of nuclear concentrations of Pdsl and/or 

Espl might be one mechanism by which Gtrl acts to reinforce G2/M arrest. Moreover, 

circumstantial evidence favoring this view comes from data obtained by global protein 

interaction screens which identified a complex of eight proteins, including both Gtr2 and 

Espl. Based on studies in pdsl strains of Espl-GFP with or without an added nuclear 

localization sequence (NLS), a cytosolic retention factor for Espl has been postulated 

(Jensen et al., 2001). Might that factor be Gtr2? Experiments are planned to test that 

possibility. 
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A second plausible target is the checkpoint protein Ddc2, which closely partners 

with the kinase Mecl. Ddc2 possesses a leucine-rich nuclear export signal (NES), by 

means of which it is transported in a process that is Crml and RanGTP dependent. In 

turn, the NES-Crml-RanGTP complex requires Yrbl for its dissociation in the 

cytoplasm. Consequently, Ddc2 and hence Mecl regulation via subcellular localization 

also emerge as possible Gtrl regulatory targets. 

Gtrl and Gtr2 are highly conserved among species; for example, there are 

homologues of each in S. pombe and two homologs each have been identified in humans, 

the Gtrl-like RagA and RagB proteins and the Gtr2-like RagC and RagD (Schurmann et 

al, 1995; Hirose et al, 1998). Consequently, it is of interest that the major mammalian 

checkpoint and tumor suppressor protein, p53, possesses a leucine-rich, Crml-dependent 

NES sparming residues 11 to 27. Phosphorylation of serine-15 induced by UV irradiation 

prevents nuclear export of p53, thus serving to optimize p53 activation (Zhang and Xiong 

2001). 

Another example of Crml-Ran mediated nuclear export in response to damage is 

found in S. pombe. In response to DNA damage, Cdc25 and its associated 14-3-3 protein 

Rad24 are excluded from excluded from the nucleus; Rad24 has a leucine-rich NES, 

which is required for its checkpoint function and the export of Cdc25 is Crml-dependent. 

A model has been proposed (Lopez-Girona et al, 1999) in which Chkl responds to DNA 

damage by phosphorylating Cdc25, causing it to bind to Rad24; the Cdc25-Rad24^^^ 

complex is then exported by Crml/RanGTP, preventing Cdc25 from activating Cdc2 by 

dephosphorylating residue Y15. 
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At first glance, it might appear that Ran cycle slowing by Gtrl/Gtr2 homologs in 

humans and in fission yeast would have contradictory effects; in humans, reinforcement 

of nuclear retention of p53 strengthens the checkpoint, while in fission yeast, failing to 

export Cdc25 would weaken arrest. However, also inhibiting nuclear import would 

ultimately deplete nuclear concentrations of Cdc25 and Rad24. 

Whether or not Gtrl and Gtr2 have roles in checkpoint function in species other 

than S. cerevisiae remains to be established; even more uncertain are the possible targets 

of the putative regulatory control. Nonetheless, the well-regulated behavior of p53 in 

response to DNA damage, described earlier, provides a potentially intriguing role for the 

Rag proteins, homologues of Gtrl and Gtr2. 
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Figure Legends 

FIGURE 1. - The UV sensitivity of gtrl strains at 23o, 30o, and 36o C. Changes in 

ambient temperature had little if any effect on UV sensitivity. 

FIGURE 2. - The partial arrest defect of gtrl is cold-sensitive. A. At 36° C the 

arrest defect of gtrl is scarcely decipherable; occasional cells show slight separations of 

DNA masses or extended DNA streaking. B. At 30° C, however, an arrest defect 

approaching 20% is evident. C. At a slightly lower temperature (28° C), about 80% of 

cells pass through mitosis versus 40% in the GTR^X control strain. In all instances, the 

vast majority of cells not arrested in medial nuclear division passed through mitosis and 

were captured as large-budded cells with two nuclei by the cdcl5ts mutation in assays 

conducted at 36° C or in G1 by the addition of alpha factor one hour after the temperature 

shift (data not shown). 

FIGURE 3. - Genetic interactions of gtrl V^th mutations of known G2/M 

checkpoint genes. The partial arrest phenotype of gtrl'is completely RAD9 (A) and MECl 

(B) dependent. The double mutant gtrlrad9 has the same phenotype as the single rad9 

mutant. Similarly, the double mutant gtrl meclis as arrest deficient as the mecl strain. 

Double mutants of gtrl with rad53 (C), dunl (D), chkl (E),pdsl (F) and chkl rad53 (G) 

exhibited residual arrest defects congruent with the phenotypes of their companion single 

mutations. Predictably, the triple mutant gtrlchklradSS was completely arrest defective 

as was the cognate double mutant chkl rad53 (G). 

FIGURE 4. - Gtrl protein in the GDP or GTP bound forms accentuate or mitigate 

the arrest deficiency of gtrl, respectively. A. A GTRl* strain transformed with either 
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vector alone or an overexpression plasmid containing the mutant gtrl-13, the protein 

product of which is constitutively GTP-bound, remains completely arrest proficient. 

Transformation with the plasmid pgtrl-ll, which encodes a protein constitutively GDP-

bound, increases the arrest deficiency of the wildtype strain. B. Introduction of each of 

the three plasmids into a gtrlA strain, had no effect on the partial arrest defect ("vector"), 

accentuated the defect (pgtrl-11, "Gtrl.GDP"), or nearly abolished it (pgtrl-13, 

"Gtrl-GTP"), as did a wildtype copy of GTRl. 

FIGURE 5. - A gtr2A strain has the identical G2/M arrest-defective phenotype as 

gtrlA.. At 29° C, the responses to CI/cii-induced DNA damage of strains with the 

mutations gtrlA, gtr2A, or gtrlAgtr2A are virtually superimposeable. Moreover, at 36° 

C gtr2, like gtrl, has no discernible arrest defect (data not shown), thus its arrest defect is 

also cold sensitive. 

FIGURE 6. - The delay in budding observed in gtrl A strains is IL4D9-dependent. 

The 10-15 min delay in budding of a gtrl strain in comparison to GTR1+ strains is 

abolished in the double mutant gtrl rad9 (CPY ) but not in other strains in which gtrl 

was paired with other checkpoint mutants, including mecl, rad53, chkl, pdsl, and dunl. 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
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